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Abstract 

Solar assisted heat pumps (SAHPs) can provide higher collector efficiencies and solar 

fractions when compared against standard solar hot water heaters. Vapour compression (VC) heat 

pumps require environmentally hazardous refrigerants and moving parts which increase 

maintenance costs and place limits on operating conditions. Thermoelectric modules (TEMs) use 

solid state electronics to pump heat without moving parts or refrigerants. This study investigated 

the performance of a SAHP system utilizing an array of thermoelectric modules as the heat pump. 

A component model was developed to simulate the TEM heat pump performance using 

TRNSYS software and results were compared against those determined experimentally. A 

simplified model was unable to accurately predict TEM performance. The model was therefore 

refined to incorporate empirically determined parameters. An apparatus was constructed to 

measure the performance of a small photovoltaic array driven TEM heat pump and simulation 

results using the component model were found to be in agreement. 

Several SAHP configurations were simulated using TRNSYS and compared with vapour 

compression SAHPs previously studied at the QSCL. The TEM ISAHP provided a Free Energy 

Ratio (FER) of 46% and a collector efficiency of 36% whereas the VC ISAHP provided 54% and 

76% respectively. The photovoltaic (PV) driven ISAHP system was able to achieve a higher FER 

of 50% with the use of a 2 module PV array and a reduced thermal collector area. 

Further optimization is required to improve TEM heat pump performance in this 

configuration and reduce the photovoltaic array size. The use of a maximum power point tracker 

into the PV/TEM system should be investigated as panel efficiency losses reached up to 30% in 

the configuration studied. The possibility of incorporating combined PV/T modules could 

decrease costs and also warrants further study. 
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Critical factors in the success of a TEM driven solar assisted heat pump will include the 

improvement of thermoelectric materials performance, the optimization of TEM modules for 

efficient heat pumping applications, and the design of high performance heat exchangers for the 

TEM heat pump hot and cold faces. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

1.1 Background 

Energy efficiency continues to be a key concern for Canada and the United States. 

Domestic hot water makes up 18% of residential energy use in Canada [1] and the United States 

[2]. Electricity and natural gas are the two major fuel sources for water heating in Canada [3], 

making up 45.3% and 49.2% of the market respectively; similar numbers can be found for the US 

[4]. Heat pump systems have been promoted as attractive technologies for reducing energy 

consumption for hot water heating but have yet to take a significant share of the water heating 

market. Barriers to adoption include initial costs and perceptions regarding reliability. For 

consumers in colder climates, many HPWHs can have a limited benefit as they scavenge ambient 

energy from the surroundings, in effect increasing space heating loads [5]. If the heat pump 

scavenges air from an evaporator located outside, the performance can be greatly limited in 

colder ambient conditions.  

1.2 Heat Pumps 

Consider a simple model of an ideal vapour-compression heat pump cycle shown in 

Figure 1. From 1 to 2, the compressor does work on the system to raise the working fluid to a 

high temperature and pressure. At the condenser from 2-3, heat is rejected into the high 

temperature reservoir at a temperature TH. The condensed working fluid then passes through an 

expansion valve from 3-4 lowering the pressure. The process is adiabatic and no work is done, so 

the internal energy remains the same through the expansion valve. Finally, the fluid passes 
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through the evaporator from 4-1, absorbing heat from the low temperature reservoir at TC and 

returning to the original state at 1.  

 

Figure 1- Schematic of an ideal vapour-compression cycle. The Coefficient of Performance will 
drop as TH - TC increases. 

An energy balance across the heat pump shows that the work done on the system must 

equal the difference between the heat rejected QH (at the high temperature reservoir) and the heat 

absorbed QC (at the low temperature reservoir). It is therefore customary to define the 

effectiveness of a heat pump using the coefficient of performance which is defined as the ratio of 

heat delivered to the work required to maintain the cycle. 

 𝐶𝑂𝑃 =  
𝑄𝐻
𝑄𝑖𝑛

=  
𝑄𝐻

𝑄𝐻 − 𝑄𝐶
 

 

(1)  

 

Following the second law of thermodynamics, a heat pump operating between a hot reservoir at 

TH and a cold reservoir at TC will be limited by the Carnot COP which can be seen as the upper 

limit on QH and QC. 
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 𝐶𝑂𝑃𝐶𝑎𝑟𝑛𝑜𝑡 =  
𝑇𝐻

𝑇𝐻 − 𝑇𝐶
 

 

(2)  

From this analysis the limitations on a heat pump water heater operating in a cold climate 

become clear. If a heat pump water heater has a desired delivery temperature of 50°C, then the 

theoretical upper limit of the heat pump COP can be easily calculated over a range of ambient 

temperatures. A plot of COP for varying cold reservoir temperatures is shown in Figure 2 for a 

Carnot heat pump, as well as a typical vapour-compression heat pump using R134a refrigerant 

[6]. 

 

Figure 2- Coefficient of Performance (COP) for varying cold reservoir temperatures. If the 
evaporator of a heat pump water heater is located outside or in an unconditioned space, 
performance will drop off rapidly at lower temperatures. 

Coupling solar thermal collectors with HPWHs can increase collector efficiencies by 

operating at lower temperatures, while simultaneously improving heat pump performance due to 

increased evaporator temperatures. This complimentary relationship has led to significant 

research into Solar Assisted Heat Pumps (SAHPs). 
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1.3 Solar Domestic Hot Water 

A basic solar thermal system consists of a solar collector, which transfers solar radiation 

to a working fluid, and a storage system which can then deliver heat to the load. Thermal storage 

provides a buffer, allowing the availability of solar energy to be decoupled from the load 

schedule. At times when solar energy alone cannot meet the demands of the load, an auxiliary 

heater provides an additional input to meet the required delivery temperature. For Solar Domestic 

Hot Water (SDHW) systems, auxiliary power is typically provided by electric resistance heaters 

or a natural gas burner. 

Solar collectors can use air, water, or other working fluids to collect heat. Direct systems 

feed water from the solar collector directly to the storage tank. Direct SDHWs are popular in 

warmer climates and are often configured as thermosyphon systems, eliminating the need for a 

pump. In climates with sub-zero temperatures, direct systems must be drained in the winter to 

prevent damage to plumbing due to freezing. These systems have generally proven to be 

impractical for the Canadian climate. Indirect systems overcome this limitation by using a non-

toxic working fluid with a low freezing point in the collector loop. In North-America the working 

fluid is most often a propylene glycol/water mixture. As shown in Figure 3, energy from the 

collector loop is transferred to the storage tank through a heat exchanger which separates the 

glycol solution from the potable water. 
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Figure 3- Schematic of Indirect Solar Domestic Hot Water system using Natural Convection Heat 
Exchanger. 

 

 If a Natural Convection Heat Exchanger (NCHE) is used, the storage side pump can be 

eliminated. NCHEs use buoyancy driven natural convection to induce flow in the storage loop. 

As cold water at the bottom of the tank is heated in the heat exchanger the fluid density drops and 

a pressure head is developed which drives the flow. Hot water is supplied to the top of the tank, 

and cold water is brought to the heat exchanger from the bottom of the tank. Flowrates induced in 

a NCHE are low enough to prevent fluid mixing in the tank which allows for high thermal 

stratification. The tank is charged from top to bottom, allowing hot water at the top of the tank to 

be available to the load while cold water is supplied to the heat exchanger. Such an arrangement 

increases collector efficiency by providing a lower collector inlet temperature and therefore 

reducing thermal losses from the collector to the environment. 

1.4 Solar Assisted Heat Pumps 

Multiple configurations are possible when coupling a heat pump to a SDHW system. A 

series SAHP transfers heat from the solar collector loop to the evaporator of the heat pump. In 

some series SAHPs the collector is used directly as the evaporator. These systems are referred to 

as direct expansion solar assisted heat pumps (DX-SAHP). Alternatively a heat exchanger can be 
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used between the solar collector loop and the evaporator as is shown in Figure 4. In a series 

configuration, heat can only be transferred to the storage tank when the heat pump is operating. A 

parallel configuration allows the tank to be charged directly by the collectors when there is 

sufficient solar radiation. When radiation alone is insufficient to reach a desired delivery 

temperature, the heat pump can then be used to upgrade the collector temperatures. A dual-source 

configuration (referred to as a parallel configuration by some authors [7]) uses the solar collectors 

and heat pump independently. The heat pump draws heat from an alternate source such as the 

ambient air, or a ground source loop. The storage tank can then by charged by either the solar 

collectors or heat pump when conditions are favourable. More complex configurations have been 

studied and can be generally grouped together as combi-SAHPs. 

1.5 Thermoelectric Heat Pumps 

An area that has garnered considerable interest recently is the use of thermo- electric 

modules (TEMs). Developed primarily for cooling applications they are, in effect, a DC solid-

state heat pump device. Thermoelectric modules (TEMS) can either be used to generate 

electricity from a temperature difference or transfer thermal energy when electrical power is 

applied. They consist of alternating semiconductor materials connected electrically in series and 

thermally in parallel between a heat source and sink [8]. 

 

Figure 4- Schematic of a thermoelectric junction producing the Seebeck effect. If the junctions of 
the dissimilar conductors are maintained at two different temperatures, a voltage will be produced 
between X and Y. 
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As shown in Figure 4, a thermoelectric junction is constructed when dissimilar conductors are 

connected in series to form two junctions in a circuit. If the two junctions are maintained at 

different temperatures, TH and TC, then a voltage will be generated between X and Y. This 

induced voltage is referred to as the Seebeck voltage. A linear relationship can be defined over 

small temperature ranges for the Seebeck voltage, 

𝑉𝑆 =  𝛼(𝑇𝐻 − 𝑇𝐶) (3)  

where α is the Seebeck coefficient.   

If a load is connected between X and Y, work can be delivered as illustrated in Figure 5. 

Heat is absorbed at the hot junction and rejected at the cold junction. Work supplied to the load in 

the form of electricity is equal to the difference between the absorbed and rejected heat at the 

junctions. A device which implements this effect to produce electricity is referred to as a 

thermoelectric generator (TEG). 

 
Figure 5-Schematic of Thermoelectric junction delivering work due to the presence of a 
temperature gradient 

 

Alternatively, a voltage can be applied across X and Y to induce a current in the circuit and pump 

heat from the cold junction to the hot junction. This process is thermodynamically reversible and 

is known as the Peltier effect. Devices that employ this effect are often referred to as Peltier 

coolers. The ratio of heat absorbed Qa to current I defines the Peltier coefficient π = Qa/I. 
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1.5.1 Kelvin Relations 

Like all physical systems, a thermoelectric circuit must obey the laws of 

thermodynamics. Kelvin investigated the Seebeck and Peltier effects to determine their 

relationship to one another and from this discovered another reversible process known as the 

Thomson effect. The Thomson effect describes the absorption or rejection of heat from a 

homogenous conductor carrying current across a temperature gradient, as shown in the following 

equation: 

�̇�𝐴 =  𝛽𝐴𝐼 �
𝑑𝑇
𝑑𝑥
� (4)  

The Thompson coefficient βA is positive when heat is absorbed by the conductor and the current 

and temperature gradient are in the same direction. Applying the 1st and 2nd laws of 

thermodynamics Kelvin derived the following relationships: 

𝜋 =  𝑇𝛼 (5)  

𝛽𝐴 − 𝛽𝐵 = 𝑇 �
𝑑𝛼
𝑑𝑇
� (6)  

Cadoff and Miller [9]  provide a more thorough derivation of these relationships by irreversible 

thermodynamics. Irreversibilities are introduced into real thermoelectric systems due to Joule 

heating of the conductors and Fourier conduction from the hot side to the cold side of the 

thermoelectric. 

 In practice, an individual thermoelectric junction does not provide a large enough Peltier 

effect for heat pumping applications. As a result, manufacturers typically construct thermoelectric 

modules made up of numerous junctions in series. A variety of semiconductor materials can be 

used; Bismuth Telluride based materials are predominantly used for low-temperature heat 
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pumping applications. A typical commercial thermoelectric module is shown in Figure 6 below 

for reference. 

 
Figure 6- A typical commercial Bismuth Telluride based thermoelectric module. 

 

Including the losses due to Joule heating and Fourier conduction, the heat absorbed at the cold 

side of a thermoelectric when operated as a Peltier cooler can be described by the following 

equation: 

𝑄𝐶 = 𝛼𝑇𝐶𝐼 −
1
2
𝐼2𝑅𝑇𝐸𝑀 − 𝐾(𝑇𝐻 − 𝑇𝐶) (7)  

Similarly, the heat rejected at the hot side of the thermoelectric heat pump is found from equation 

8. 

𝑄𝐻 =  𝛼𝑇𝐻𝐼 +
1
2
𝐼2𝑅𝑇𝐸𝑀 − 𝐾(𝑇𝐻 − 𝑇𝐶) (8)  

Half of the Joule heating flows to the cold side, reducing the cooling power of the thermoelectric. 

For heating applications this effect contributes positively to the heating power at the hot side. 

Fourier conduction reduces the performance for both heating and cooling and limits the 

temperature gradient that can be sustained by the TEM. This analysis ignores Thomson heating 

which is negligible for small temperature gradients experienced during heat pump mode [8] [10]. 
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An energy balance requires that the work input to the system W must equal the difference 

between QH and QC which reduces to: 

𝑊 =  𝛼(𝑇𝐻 − 𝑇𝐶)𝐼 + 𝐼2𝑅𝑇𝐸𝑀 (9)  

The coefficient of performance for heating can then be calculated from the ratio of heating to 

work supplied. 

𝐶𝑂𝑃𝐻,𝑇𝐸𝑀 =  
𝛼𝑇𝐻𝐼 + 1

2 𝐼
2𝑅𝑇𝐸𝑀 − 𝐾(𝑇𝐻 − 𝑇𝐶)

𝛼(𝑇𝐻 − 𝑇𝐶)𝐼 + 𝐼2𝑅𝑇𝐸𝑀
 (10)  

The three dominant properties of the thermoelectric device, Seebeck coefficient, electrical 

conductivity, and thermal conductance, can be combined into one convenient term known as the 

figure of merit, 

𝑍 =  
𝛼2𝜎
𝜆

 (11)  

where σ is the electrical conductance and λ is the thermal conductance. 

The current for maximum COP is simply determined and provides a convenient form for the 

maximum COP in terms of the figure of merit. 

𝐼 =  
𝛼∆𝑇

𝑅(�1 + 𝑍𝑇𝑚 − 1)
 (12)  

𝐶𝑂𝑃𝐻,𝑇𝐸𝑀 = �
𝑇𝐻

𝑇𝐻 − 𝑇𝐶
��

�1 + 𝑍𝑇𝑚 − 𝑇𝐶
𝑇𝐻

�1 + 𝑍𝑇𝑚 + 1
� (13)  

The maximum COP is therefore the product of the Carnot COP and a correction factor which 

accounts for the irreversibilities in the thermoelectric device. 
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1.6 Problem Definition 

Several studies have been conducted at the Queen’s Solar Calorimetry Lab investigating 

indirect SAHPs for the Canadian climate with promising results. A numerical model was 

developed in TRNSYS by Freeman [11] to assess the performance of an ISAHP for several 

Canadian climates, and this work was continued by Bridgeman [12] who determined the 

performance of the system empirically under a range of controlled conditions. This research 

investigated the use of traditional vapour compression heat pumps, which use environmentally 

harmful refrigerants and require moving parts in the compressor to operate the cycle. The current 

study was undertaken to investigate a novel thermoelectric solar assisted heat pump system in an 

effort to avoid refrigerants and moving parts while providing the benefits associated with the 

SAHPs previously studied. 

1.7 Objective, Approach and Scope 

This study was undertaken to investigate the feasibility of utilizing thermoelectric 

modules with a solar thermal system in a SAHP configuration. The key objective of this study 

was to determine the performance of thermoelectric module heat pumps under a range of 

expected operating conditions and to predict year round performance of the modules when 

incorporated in a SAHP system. Secondary objectives of the study were to determine the 

feasibility of a PV driven TEM heat pump, and to determine significant system parameters for 

TEM driven SAHP design. 

The approach taken to meet these objectives was to develop a model for the 

thermoelectric heat pump and compare it against empirically determined values. Refinements 

could then be made to the model based on the empirical results, leading to the integration of the 
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model into a system simulation. System simulations could then be compared with previously 

studied systems and suggest opportunities for future work. 

A literature review was conducted to evaluate the performance of various SAHP 

configurations and to determine experimental results for thermoelectrics in related heating 

applications. Controlled measurements of governing parameters were taken with commercially 

available TEMs following accepted procedures. Details of these procedures are outlined in further 

detail in Chapter 5. These results were used to develop a TRNSYS component which could be 

used for systems level design. The component was designed to use a simplified model suggested 

in the literature, however functionality was included in the component to accept empirically 

determined parameters if available. Bulk measurements of TEMs under predicted operating 

conditions were taken and used to validate the TEM component model. Results from these tests 

were used to develop various SAHP configuration models in TRNSYS, and simulations were 

performed to suggest promising areas for further research and development. A flow chart 

outlining the project approach is presented in Figure 7. 
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Figure 7-Project Approach 
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Chapter 2 

Literature Review 

2.1 Introduction 

The reduction of energy consumption is critical in addressing the issues of global climate 

change. As domestic hot water makes up a significant component of residential energy usage, 

extensive research has been undertaken to identify promising energy efficient water heater 

systems. Solar thermal systems and heat pump systems have been studied considerably and 

evaluations of solar assisted heat pump water heaters suggest further energy savings can be 

achieved with the combination of these technologies. Comparisons of thermoelectric heat pumps 

with conventional vapour-compression systems suggest that a sacrifice in energy performance 

must be weighed against the reduction in moving parts and the need for refrigerants. Despite 

lower performance, thermoelectric heat pumps still provide substantial benefits over direct 

electric resistance water heating. 

2.2 Heat Pump Water Heaters 

Heat pump systems can reduce energy consumption for hot water heating when compared 

with conventional electrical heaters. A case study was undertaken by Ashdown [5] to evaluate the 

market potential of HPWHs and determine current barriers to adoption. High initial capital costs, 

up to five times that of conventional water heaters, were cited as significant hurdles to market 

adoption in concert with reliability concerns. Benefits of HPWHs included fast payback times, 

higher potential for peak-load management, and the potential for space cooling and 

dehumidification during summer months. The authors suggest HPWH manufacturers must focus 

on reliability while marketing the value of the overall life-cycle costs of the system when 
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compared to conventional technologies. The authors also suggested that a balance must be 

reached between performance and cost, with previous technologies focused too heavily on 

maximum energy performance. Biaou and Bernier [13] investigated several potential strategies 

for domestic water heating for a net-zero energy home. A 156m2 home with a ground source heat 

pump for space heating and cooling was modeled in TRNSYS for both the Montreal and Los 

Angeles climate. Several DHW technologies were modeled to compare overall home energy 

requirements. In Montreal using an air-source heat pump water heater to supply the DHW load 

resulted in a 14.7% reduction in the overall electricity consumption of the home when compared 

with a standard electric hot water unit. This improvement was even more significant in Los 

Angeles at 23.2%, where the unit was able to assist in meeting the nearly year round cooling load.  

A validated TRNSYS model was developed [14] to evaluate the annual performance of 

air-source heat pump water heaters. The study was undertaken to provide an effective means of 

comparing energy savings between SDHW, HPWH, and SAHP technologies. Results were 

compared for an integral HPWH, where the wrap around condenser heated the water through 

natural convection in the tank, and an external HPWH where the condenser heated the tank 

through an external heat exchanger. An annual simulation for a typical hot water load in Sydney, 

Australia found an average COP for the integral HPWH of 2.3, and 1.8 for the external HPWH. 

Energy savings gained by using the integral and external HPWH were found to be 56% and 44% 

respectively. Neither system was able to provide the same level of energy savings as a typical flat 

plate solar thermal system which for Sydney was estimated at 65-75%. 

2.3 Solar Assisted Heat Pumps 

Coupling solar thermal collectors with HPWHs can increase collector efficiencies by 

operating at lower temperatures, while simultaneously improving heat pump performance due to 
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increased evaporator temperatures. Heat pumps can be combined with solar hot water heating 

systems in a variety of configurations.  A few of the more common configurations are shown 

below in Figure 8 and are discussed in the following  sections. 

 

Figure 8- Schematic of SAHP systems: a) Direct Expansion system  b) Indirect system  c) Solar-
side Heat Pump system  

2.3.1 Direct Expansion SAHP 

SAHPs have been studied for decades under a wide variety of conditions and 

configurations. Direct Expansion SAHPs (DX-SAHP), as shown in Fig. 1a), use the solar 

collector as the evaporator in a heat pump which charges the domestic hot water tank. DX-SAHPs 

are popular in warmer climates where unglazed flat plate solar collectors can be used and thermal 

storage tanks can be stored outdoors to reduce the length of refrigeration lines to the condenser. 

Chaturvedi and Shen [15] investigated a DX-SAHP with unglazed collectors under steady state 

conditions and compared results with a theoretical model. The tested DX-SAHP used a 3.39m2 

unglazed collector with mineral wool backing insulation. A 1.5hp open compressor was used to 

drive the heat pump loop with Freon-12 as the refrigerant. Performance was measured for 

ambient temperatures ranging from -4-22°C and condensing temperatures from 40-50°C. 
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Measured collector efficiencies ranged from 40-70% and COP values ranged from 2-3. 

Comparisons with a conventional air-source heat pump showed a 33-100% improvement in the 

COP. The authors noted the potential for significant mismatches between compressor pumping 

capacity and the evaporative capacity of the solar collector due to the variability of the solar 

resource and ambient conditions. The use of a variable capacity compressor was suggested as a 

means of lessening this impact on system performance. A detailed review by Kara et al. [16]  

found Coefficient of Performance (COP) values ranging from 1.7-9 and collector efficiencies 

from 40-75% for various DX-SAHP systems. 

2.4 Indirect SAHP 

The Indirect SAHP (Fig 1. b) shows the addition of a heat exchanger between the 

collector loop and heat pump evaporator. This configuration is better suited to colder climates but 

incurs a performance penalty due to the temperature drop across the additional heat exchanger. A 

frequently cited study by Freeman et al. [17] investigated several ISAHP configurations for 

supplying domestic hot water as well as space heating. Simulations were performed in TRNSYS 

for Madison, Wisconsin as well as Albuquerque, New Mexico. Three configurations were 

analyzed, each using an indirect solar collector loop to charge a storage tank. Domestic hot water 

was preheated with the storage tank and did not receive assistance from the air-source heat pump 

in any of the configurations. The parallel system allowed the space heating load to be met by the 

solar collector loop, an ambient air-source heat pump, or both. While this configuration could not 

provide the benefits derived from a coupled solar collector and heat pump, the authors noted that 

such a system would be much simpler to implement. The series configuration studied used the 

storage tank as the source for the heat pump evaporator. When conditions allowed, the heat pump 

could be bypassed and the solar storage tank could feed the space heating load directly. The final 
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system was termed a “dual-source” configuration and allowed the heat pump to use either the 

solar storage tank or ambient air as a heat source. As in the series system, direct solar heating 

could be used when conditions were favourable. The overall performance as defined by the Free 

Energy Ratio (FER) was found to be similar for both the dual-source and parallel systems with 

slightly better performance being predicted for the parallel configuration. As expected, the series 

configuration was found to have a lower FER for all collector areas simulated. Annual average 

heat pump COPs for the parallel, series, and dual-source systems were found to be 2.0, 2.5, and 

2.8 respectively. 

Freeman [11] undertook a feasibility study to assess the annual performance of an ISAHP 

for domestic water heating in Canada. The system was evaluated with glazed and unglazed 

collectors and heat pumps using 325W, 450W, and 650W compressors. Simulations were 

performed using TRNSYS for systems located in Toronto, Vancouver, Montreal, Halifax, and 

Winnipeg. It was found that the ISAHP performance could be improved by modulating the 

compressor capacity during summer months, however the best results were found using a 

properly matched compressor running at constant speed. Unglazed collectors were found to 

provide increased system performance in Toronto and Vancouver by facilitating heat transfer 

from the surroundings when collector temperatures were maintained below ambient. In 

Winnipeg, the use of unglazed collectors resulted in decreased performance due to the high levels 

of solar radiation and low ambient temperatures characteristic of Winnipeg’s winter climate. 

Despite the lower performance of unglazed collectors in Winnipeg, Freeman determined that the 

increase in costs associated with a glazed collector were not justifiable for a moderate increase in 

system performance. Bridgeman [12] conducted laboratory tests to verify the performance of an 

indirect SAHP with a simulated solar input. Simulated solar profile tests found a maximum COP 
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of 3.2 measured at peak solar input and the minimum COP of 2.4 occurred at the end of the 

charge cycle. The heat exchanger model used in Freeman’s analysis [11] was characterized with 

single phase liquids, and therefore over predicted heat transfer rates in the evaporator and 

condenser. Bridgeman [12] characterized the condenser and found a linear relationship between 

condenser UA values and glycol temperature bringing the model and experiment to within 5% 

agreement. 

2.5 Alternate SAHP Configurations 

Sterling [18] developed TRNSYS models to simulate two dual-mode ISAHPs for the 

Canadian climate and compared them to a traditional solar domestic hot water system (SDHW). 

Both systems allow the solar collector to heat the domestic hot water tank directly when sufficient 

solar radiation is available. The proposed dual-tank ISAHP provided a Solar Fraction of 0.67 

compared to 0.58 for the SDHW system. A preheat tank was used to collect solar energy which 

could then transfer energy to the domestic hot water tank through a heat exchanger or a heat 

pump as necessary. Simulations were also performed for a “Solar-Side” ISAHP as shown in 

Figure 8 c). This novel configuration used a heat pump to upgrade the outlet collector 

temperatures with the evaporator removing heat from the collector inlet fluid. This system can 

only operate in conjunction with the solar collector loop and primarily allows for extended use of 

the solar collector during periods of lower irradiation. Results suggested a Solar Fraction of 0.66 

could be achieved using a complex control scheme to determine optimal use of the heat pump.  

 Ji et al. [19] evaluated a hybrid photovoltaic/thermal (PV/T) direct expansion SAHP 

through simulation and experimental results. Photovoltaic modules encapsulated in EVA were 

laminated to an aluminum base plate and covered with a single glazing. The back of the base 

plate was bonded to a serpentine refrigerant pipe and insulated. Performance data was recorded 
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for 9 PV/T modules in Central China, with the compressor held at a constant speed and the 

expansion valve set to a fixed position. During testing ambient air temperatures ranged from 8°C 

to 13°C and wind velocities ranged from 1.6-3.4 m/s. Overall efficiency for the PV/T solar 

assisted heat pump ranged from 0.64-0.87 during the course of the experiment. Thermal 

resistance between the solar cells and absorber contributed to lower performance and the authors 

suggested that better results may be possible with a reduced temperature gradient between the 

cells and absorber. Future work was suggested to investigate the tradeoffs between thermal 

performance and electrical performance with and without glazing. 

 Ito et al. [20] investigated a DX-SAHP using an aluminum roll-bond absorber panel 

which was designed for implementation with a PV/T. This study investigated the absorber 

performance without PV. Earlier work had found pressure drops through the evaporator were 

prohibitively high and so a new absorber panel with parallel ports was tested.  Performance varied 

with evaporator temperature and COPs of 2-6 were observed. The new lower pressure drop 

absorber allowed for a 5-10% increase in heat pump performance. 

2.6 Thermoelectric Heating 

Progress in solid state physics and materials science has renewed enthusiasm regarding 

the potential applications of thermoelectric technology. Research progress in the past decade has 

seen improvements in thermoelectric ZT values from ~1 to over 3 [21]. In parallel with 

reductions in manufacturing costs, the viability of thermoelectrics beyond niche electronic 

cooling applications is being revisited. 

Harata et al. [22] constructed a domestic hot water tank that used thermoelectric heat 

pumps for heating with ambient air as the source. Heat pipes were used to transfer heat from the 

hot side of the thermoelectric to the tank to minimize standby losses. Waste heat from the DC 
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power supply was diverted to the hot face of the thermoelectric to boost performance. Overall 

electrical energy consumption was reduced by approximately 6% using the heat pump system. 

Poor performance was most likely a function of the inefficient DC power supply which was 

estimated as having an 80% conversion efficiency. 

 A novel thermoelectric heat recovery water heater was proposed by Luo et al. [23] for use 

in showers. The thermoelectric heat pump heats mains water which is immediately used in the 

shower. The waste water is then circulated from the drain to the cold side of the thermoelectric, 

where the relatively warm water can be used as the heat source for the heat pump. Tests 

suggested minimum COPs of 1.5 could be achieved with temperature rises of 40°C and COPs of 

~2.5 were achievable for temperature rises of 20°C. It was estimated that energy savings of 40% 

were achievable over a conventional electric water heater. The system was modified to eliminate 

the need for a circulating pump by using a thermosyphon system. An acetone based heat pipe was 

used to draw heat from the evaporating heat exchanger in the shower floor to the condensing heat 

exchanger connected to the cold side of the TEM. A marginal decrease in performance was found 

with the modified system, with 38% estimated energy savings over a conventional electric water 

heater. 

Preliminary tests were conducted by Kazmierczak et al. [24] to investigate the potential 

for thermoelectric domestic hot water heating and space heating/cooling. A 25” long aluminum 

plate heat exchanger was constructed with a single water channel machined out of each side. 

Tests were conducted with three, five, and eight thermoelectric modules sandwiched between the 

hot and cold aluminum plates and water was used as the working fluid. Cooling tests were 

conducted between a thermal storage tank and a constant temperature heat sink held at ambient 

temperatures of approximately 23°C. Cooling COPs ranged from 0.26-0.54 for various 
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configurations, with the best performance occurring with more thermoelectric modules operating 

at lower power. Heating tests were conducted with the heat source again maintained at ambient 

temperatures. COPs for heating were found to range from 0.91-1.48, with the worst performance 

occurring with the heat source held below ambient at 7.3°C and the best performance occurring 

with a delivery temperature of 54°C instead of 67°C. Future work was identified to develop a 

comprehensive mathematical model of the TEM heat exchanger system. Future experimental 

work included the use of photovoltaics for the power supply to drive the TEMs as well as the 

circulating pumps.  

Cosnier et al. [25] investigated a water-to-air thermoelectric heat pump system for use in 

building ventilation in both heating and cooling mode. A calorimeter was constructed to 

determine the system performance with four thermoelectric modules supplying a finned air 

channel. A constant temperature water source provided a source or sink (for heating and cooling 

respectively) to the thermoelectric modules through a copper heat exchanger. For a temperature 

difference of 15°C, cooling COPs of ~ 0.9 and heating COPs of ~ 2.2 were measured. The 

authors had predicted better performance through modeling, however higher than predicted 

resistances in their heat exchangers had a negative impact on the results. 

Many other uses for thermoelectric heat pumps have been studied including a PV powered 

dehumidifier for fresh water production [26], an air-source space heating/cooling unit utilizing a 

novel heat pipe system [27], and a building integrated cooling unit that rejects heat to a DHW 

[28]. As researchers continue to investigate various configurations of thermoelectric heat pumps 

for use in building HVAC and domestic hot water applications, the development of a TRNSYS 

thermoelectric component which can be easily integrated into complex thermal systems could 

therefore provide a valuable research tool. 
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Chapter 3 

Modeling of a TEM Driven SAHP 

3.1 Introduction 

As mentioned in Chapter 2, thermoelectric heat pumps have been studied for use with 

DHW systems. Continuing previous work undertaken at the Queen’s Solar Calorimetry Lab by 

Freeman and Bridgeman [11] [12], a numerical model of a SAHP was developed in TRNSYS 

with a thermoelectric heat pump replacing the conventional vapour-compression heat pump. A 

component model was developed to simulate the performance of a thermoelectric heat pump in 

TRNSYS. This component model was then used to study the annual performance of various 

SAHP configurations and determine promising areas for further study and full scale testing. 

3.1.1 Transient System Simulation Tool (TRNSYS)  

 Modeling was performed using TRNSYS [29], a powerful transient simulation program 

for energy systems. TRNSYS can solve complex energy systems using a robust simultaneous 

equation solver. Individual components are characterized by user defined parameters, and these 

components are combined into a system by relating their inputs and outputs. More recent versions 

of TRNSYS allow users to create these relationships between components through a graphical 

user interface. These relations are then assembled into a control deck that provides the necessary 

information to the numerical solver. The system is then solved using discrete time steps to 

determine the transient response of the model. TRNSYS includes a broad library of pre-

programmed component models for energy systems, including solar systems, while also allowing 

the user to integrate custom programmed component models for further flexibility. 
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3.2 TEM Component Model 

The standard components available in TRNSYS, as well as those provided through the 

Thermal Energy Systems Specialists Inc. (TESS) library, do not include a component model for a 

thermoelectric module. Previous research into thermoelectric generators at the Building Scientific 

Research Center in Bangkok, Thailand included the development of a simplified TRNSYS 

component model for thermoelectric power generation [30] [31] [32]. The component model was 

not flexible enough to simulate the performance of a thermoelectric module being used for heat 

pumping applications and so a new TRNSYS component model was developed in FORTRAN. 

This component model was developed with the goal of providing a flexible tool for simulating 

thermoelectric heat pump performance based on commonly provided manufacturers’ 

specifications. 

3.2.1 TEM Modeling Approach 

A method proposed by Tsai and Lin [33] was used to extract the governing physical 

parameters of a thermoelectric heat pump from manufacturers’ specifications. This method was 

evaluated through experimentation and results are discussed further in Section 6.3. Manufacturers 

typically provide a thermoelectric module’s maximum temperature difference ΔTmax, maximum 

current Imax, and maximum voltage Vmax for a given hot side operating temperature TH. Assuming 

the provided TH is equal to the TEM hot side surface temperature and that an adiabatic condition 

exists at the cold face at the maximum temperature difference, Equation 7 can be rearranged to 

determine the temperature difference across the TEM: 

∆𝑇 =
(𝛼𝐼𝑇𝐻 − 1

2𝐼
2𝑅𝑇𝐸𝑀)

𝛼𝐼 + 𝐾
 (14)  
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Setting the derivative of Equation 14 with respect to current to zero then provides an expression 

for Imax, and with substitution back into Equation 14, ΔTmax. 

𝐼𝑚𝑎𝑥 =
𝐾[�1 + 2𝑍𝑇𝐻 –  1]

𝛼
 (15)  

∆𝑇𝑚𝑎𝑥 =  𝑇𝐻 +  
1 −�1 + 2𝑍𝑇𝐻

𝑍
 (16)  

The voltage drop across a thermoelectric is the sum of the Seebeck voltage (as defined in 

Equation 3) and the voltage drop due to the internal resistance of the thermoelectric and is given 

by Equation 17: 

𝑉𝑇𝐸𝑀 = 𝛼∆𝑇 + 𝐼𝑅𝑇𝐸𝑀 (17)  

Substituting in Equations 15 and 16 and rearranging gives Equation 18 for the Seebeck 

coefficient: 

𝛼 =
𝑉𝑚𝑎𝑥

𝑇𝐻
 (18)  

Similarly, RTEM and K can be determined and are given by Equations 19 and 20 respectively: 

𝑅𝑇𝐸𝑀 = 𝑉𝑚𝑎𝑥
(1 − ∆𝑇𝑚𝑎𝑥 𝑇𝐻)⁄

𝐼𝑚𝑎𝑥
 (19)  

𝐾 = 𝑉𝑚𝑎𝑥 ∙ 𝐼𝑚𝑎𝑥 �
𝑇𝐻 − ∆𝑇𝑚𝑎𝑥

2𝑇𝐻 ∙ ∆𝑇𝑚𝑎𝑥
� (20)  

Using Equations 18-20, the properties governing the performance of the thermoelectric can be 

determined from available manufacturers’ specifications and can be used to calculate the heat 

absorbed at the cold face and rejected at the hot face of the TEM heat pump. 

This method was adopted to provide users with a simple and sufficiently accurate model 

to quickly evaluate the performance of a thermoelectric heat pump using easily accessible data. 
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For users with knowledge of the governing physical parameters, an option was provided in the 

component model to input them directly. 

3.2.2 TEM Heat Exchanger Modeling Approach 

Thermoelectric heat pump performance is strongly dependent on the performance of the 

heat exchangers or heat sinks which provide a mechanism to absorb heat at the cold side and 

deliver heat at the hot side. A preliminary model was required to account for the additional 

temperature drop across the thermoelectric due to the thermal resistance between the heat 

exchangers and the mean fluid temperatures. A detailed heat exchanger design is left for future 

work, however a preliminary component model was developed to provide a reasonable estimate 

of heat exchanger performance and allow for a sensitivity analysis to be performed for various 

heat exchanger UA values. 

The thermoelectric heat exchanger was modeled for a single row of thermoelectric 

modules as two ducts with high aspect ratios. Rows can then be added in series as required by the 

user. Flow through the duct is assumed to be fully developed and the heat flux through the wall is 

assumed to be constant. The convection coefficient can therefore be assumed constant and 

Nusselt numbers for fully developed internal flow can be used from the literature [34] [35]. A 

preliminary analysis was conducted in Excel to evaluate the validity of this assumption and the 

sensitivity of the results to the number of nodes in the duct. A 1D analysis of the flow through the 

duct was performed and as the Nusselt number was assumed constant, any variation in heat flux 

across the duct was a result of changes in TEM performance as the gradient across the modules 

changed. TEM performance was calculated using α, R, and K values for a typical commercial 

module. An iterative solution was performed by excel to determine QH, QC, Tw,h, Tw,c, Th,o, and 

Tc,o. A 16 node and 100 node analysis was performed for a single row of thermoelectric modules 
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to determine if the temperature gradient across a single TEM would be significant enough to 

affect the TEM performance on a sub-module basis. Typical flow rates for a SDHW system were 

assumed and the modules were analyzed at high currents where the gradient would be most 

significant. It was determined that a 1.1% variation in QH and 3.3% variation in QC could be 

observed at high currents across a single TEM module. As this variation was small, the heat 

exchanger model assumed an average wall temperature for a single row of TEMs. This 

assumption is further supported as the scale of investigation is on a per-module basis, and the 

investigation of performance variation at the sub-module level is outside the scope of this study. 

A schematic of the TEM duct heat exchanger model is provided in Figure 9. 

 

Figure 9-Schematic of TEM Heat Exchanger model 
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3.3 Other TRNSYS components 

3.3.1 Storage Tank 

A Type 60 storage tank was used in each of the TRNSYS models. Type 60 provides a 

model for a liquid storage which allows for thermal stratification of the tank. The tank is 

separated into N≤100 nodes, each of which are treated as fully mixed segments of equal volume. 

The degree of stratification is determined by the number of nodes, with a single node representing 

a fully mixed case. The user defines the tank parameters which include tank height, tank volume, 

number and height of inlets and outlets, average tank heat loss coefficient Uloss and 

destratification conductivity Δk. Auxiliary heaters can also be included at user defined heights 

and capacities, along with thermostats to control the heaters. A schematic of the Type 60 model is 

presented in Figure 10, and an energy balance for the ith node is presented schematically in 

Figure 11. 
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Figure 10-Schematic of TRNSYS Type 60 thermal storage tank model with N nodes. 

 

 
Figure 11-Energy balance for the ith node of Type 60 thermal storage tank model. 

 

Energy flows through the node can be combined into a differential equation which can be solved 

to determine the temperature of the node at a given time step.  
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�𝑚𝑖𝑐𝑝�
d𝑇𝑖
d𝑡

=  
(𝑘 + ∆𝑘)𝐴𝑐,𝑖

∆𝑥𝑖+1→𝑖
(𝑇𝑖+1 − 𝑇𝑖) +

(𝑘 + ∆𝑘)𝐴𝑐,𝑖

∆𝑥𝑖−1→𝑖
(𝑇𝑖−1 − 𝑇𝑖)

+ 𝑈𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑘𝐴𝑠,𝑖(𝑇𝑒𝑛𝑣 − 𝑇𝑖) + �̇�𝑑𝑜𝑤𝑛𝑐𝑝(𝑇𝑖−1)− �̇�𝑢𝑝𝑐𝑝(𝑇𝑖)

− �̇�𝑑𝑜𝑤𝑛𝑐𝑝(𝑇𝑖) − �̇�𝑢𝑝𝑐𝑝(𝑇𝑖+1) + 𝛾ℎ𝑡𝑟1�̇�𝑎𝑢𝑥1 + 𝛾ℎ𝑡𝑟2�̇�𝑎𝑢𝑥2

+ �̇�1𝑖𝑛𝑐𝑝𝑇1𝑖𝑛 − �̇�1𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑐𝑝𝑇𝑖 + �̇�2𝑖𝑛𝑐𝑝𝑇2𝑖𝑛 − �̇�2𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑐𝑝𝑇𝑖 

(21)  

Where mi is the mass of fluid in the node, cp the specific heat of the fluid, k is the 

conductivity of the fluid, Ac,i is the cross sectional area, Δx is the change in height across the 

node, As,i is the surface area of the tank, Tenv is the ambient temperature outside of the tank, ṁdown 

and ṁup are the mass flowrates up and down the tank, γhtr1 and γhtr2 are binary control signals for 

the heaters with capacity Q� aux1 and Q� aux2 , Ti+1, Ti, and Ti-1 are the temperatures above, in, and 

below the node, T1in, T2in, ṁ1in, ṁ2in, are the temperatures and mass flowrates of the fluid entering 

at inlet 1 and 2 respectively, and the mass flowrates at outlets 1 and 2 are ṁ1out and ṁ2out 

respectively.  

 The destratification conductivity Δk can be estimated by the product of the tank wall 

conductivity kwall and the ratio of the tank wall cross-sectional area, Ac,wall, and the fluid cross 

sectional area Ac,i. 

∆𝑘 = 𝑘𝑤𝑎𝑙𝑙 �
𝐴𝑐,𝑤𝑎𝑙𝑙

𝐴𝑐,𝑖
� (22)  

 

For all the simulations performed in this study, water was used as the storage fluid in the 

tank. As TRNSYS must solve a series of simultaneous differential equations for the N nodes in 

the tank, an internal time step is defined to ensure sufficient accuracy independent of the overall 

simulation time step. The user inputs a fraction of the critical Euler time step, which is computed 

internally by the component, to balance numerical error and computational speed. 
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3.3.2 Photovoltaic Array Four-parameter Model 

A Type94 photovoltaic array component was used to model a two-module array of 

PhotoWatt polycrystalline solar panels. The Type94 component reads standard manufacturers’ 

data and calculates four governing parameters that are used to model the performance of the PV 

array. The four parameter model is well documented in the literature [29] and treats the PV array 

as an equivalent circuit with a current source, a diode, a series resistance, and a load. A schematic 

of the equivalent circuit is shown in Figure 12. 

 

Figure 12-Equivalent Circuit of the Four Parameter photovoltaic array. 

 

The PV panel output is described by its current-voltage (IV) curve. An important 

assumption used in the four parameter model is that the slope of the IV curve is zero at the short-

circuit current (V=0). This assumption is valid for crystalline solar panels. The IV curve is 

dependent on the solar radiation incident on the panel, the panel temperature, and the four 

governing parameters IL,ref, Io,ref, γ, and Rs, and is described by equation 23: 

𝐼 = 𝐼𝐿 − 𝐼𝑜 �exp�
𝑞

𝛾𝑘𝑇𝑐
(𝑉 + 𝐼𝑅𝑠)� − 1� (23)  
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Where Rs is the series resistance, IL is the module photocurrent, Io is the diode reverse saturation 

current, q is the elementary charge constant, γ is a curve fitting parameter, k is the Boltzmann 

constant, and Tc is the module temperature. The photocurrent is a linear function of incident solar 

radiation and is related through the measured photocurrent at a reference condition. 

𝐼𝐿 = 𝐼𝐿,𝑟𝑒𝑓
𝐺𝑇

𝐺𝑇,𝑟𝑒𝑓
 (24)  

It is standard practice to characterize photovoltaic modules at GT,ref =1000W/m2, however 

GT,ref is provided as a modifiable parameter if parameters are known for a different reference 

condition. The diode reverse saturation current is dependent on the module temperature by: 

𝐼𝑜 = 𝐼𝑜,𝑟𝑒𝑓 �
𝑇𝑐

𝑇𝑐,𝑟𝑒𝑓
�
3

 (25)  

Once the reverse saturation current and photocurrent are determined the component calculates the 

PV current using Newton’s method. 

3.3.3 Differential Controller 

A Type2 differential controller was used to determine when sufficient energy was 

available to circulate the solar collector fluid and run the heat pump. The Type2 component 

employs hysteresis to assist with control stability. A binary control signal γo is output by the 

component depending on: the state of the controller at the previous timestep as defined by γi, the 

upper and lower temperatures TH and TL monitored by the controller, and the upper and lower 

deadbands defined by the user, ΔTH and ΔTL. The controller will also turn off if a monitored 

temperature Tmon exceeds a high temperature limit defined by the user Tmax. The mathematical 

operation of the controller is described through the following equations as described in the 

TRNSYS documentation. 
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if 𝛾𝑖 = 1 and ∆𝑇𝐿 ≤ (𝑇𝐻 − 𝑇𝐿), then 𝛾𝑜 = 1 else 𝛾𝑜 = 0 

if 𝛾𝑖 = 0 and ∆𝑇𝐻 ≤ (𝑇𝐻 − 𝑇𝐿), then 𝛾𝑜 = 1 else 𝛾𝑜 = 0 

if 𝑇𝑚𝑜𝑛 ≤ 𝑇𝑚𝑎𝑥, then 𝛾𝑜 = 0 

 

 

(26)  

3.3.4 Constant Effectiveness Heat Exchanger 

The Type91 component was used to model a sensible heat exchanger with zero 

capacitance. The user defines a constant effectiveness for the heat exchanger which is 

independent of the system configuration.  The maximum heat transfer rate is then determined 

based on the minimum capacity rate through the heat exchanger, whether on the hot or cold side. 

A schematic of the Type91 component model is illustrated in Figure 13. 

 

Figure 13- Schematic of Type91 Constant Effectiveness Heat Exchanger 
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𝐶ℎ = �̇�ℎ𝑐𝑝ℎ (27)  

𝐶𝑐 = �̇�𝑐𝑐𝑝𝑐 (28)  

if 𝐶ℎ >  𝐶𝑐  then 𝐶𝑚𝑖𝑛 =  𝐶𝑐  else 𝐶𝑚𝑖𝑛 =  𝐶ℎ (29)  

The effectiveness of a heat exchanger is defined by the ratio of actual heat transferred to the 

maximum possible heat transfer, as expressed in Equation 30: 

𝜖 =
𝐶ℎ(𝑇ℎ𝑜 − 𝑇ℎ𝑖)
𝐶𝑚𝑖𝑛(𝑇ℎ𝑖 − 𝑇𝑐𝑖)

=
𝐶𝑐(𝑇𝑐𝑜 − 𝑇𝑐𝑖)
𝐶𝑚𝑖𝑛(𝑇ℎ𝑖 − 𝑇𝑐𝑖)

=
𝑄𝑇
𝑄𝑚𝑎𝑥

 (30)  

The component therefore calculates the actual heat transferred based on the inlet temperatures, 

flowrates, and heat capacities. The outlet temperatures are then determined by a simple energy 

balance. 

𝑄𝑇 =  𝜖𝑄𝑚𝑎𝑥 (31)  

𝑇ℎ𝑜 = 𝑇ℎ𝑖 −
𝑄𝑇
𝐶ℎ

 (32)  

𝑇𝑐𝑜 = 𝑇𝑐𝑖 −
𝑄𝑇
𝐶𝑐

 (33)  

 

3.4 Base Models 

Base models were created in TRNSYS of a standard electric domestic hot water tank and 

a solar assisted DHW system to provide a benchmark for the thermoelectric solar assisted heat 

pump. The domestic hot water load profile for both systems follows the CSA F379.1-09 standard 

for 3-4 persons with a total daily draw of 225L. The SDHW system was simulated using a timer 

controller, as well as a simple deadband controller. The timed controller was used to compare 

each solar heating system without the additional variability introduced by controller schemes. 

Control requirements and parameters for each of the studied systems varied greatly, making direct 

comparisons difficult. Preliminary control schemes were investigated to provide a rough picture 
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of potential controlled system performance. Future work is required to tune optimized control 

schemes for the most promising of the proposed systems. 

3.4.1 Electric Domestic Hot Water Tank 

An information flow diagram for the electric domestic hot water tank is shown in Figure 

14. The tank parameters were defined to match those of typical commercial tanks as was done by 

Freeman [11]. Two electric heating elements were located in the tank, one near the top of the 

tank, and one near the bottom. Both heaters were rated at 4500W and were controlled using a 

master/slave configuration. In this control scheme the bottom heating element is not activated 

unless the top element has reached the required setpoint temperature. In this mode, only one 

heater is active at any given time. A temperature deadband is used to improve control stability. If 

the temperature of the node containing the thermostat falls below (Tset-ΔTdb), or the heater was on 

in the previous time step and the temperature falls below Tset, the heater is enabled. The deadband 

control method is used for both the top and bottom heater, with the bottom heater having the 

further requirement imposed by the master/slave control. The temperature setpoints for the top 

and bottom thermostats were both set to 55°C. 
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Figure 14- Schematic of Base Electric DHW model 

 

3.4.2 Solar Assisted Domestic Hot Water Tank 

An information flow diagram for the solar assisted domestic hot water tank is shown in 

Figure 15. Simulations were performed for a forced flow configuration. Freeman [11] performed 

similar simulations in TRNSYS for a base SDHW system using a natural convection heat 

exchanger as shown in Figure 16. His results are included for comparison in Table 4. A solar 

collector array with 6 m2 of gross area indirectly supplies a domestic hot water tank through a 

constant effectiveness heat exchanger. The solar collector loop was modeled as a 50%/50% 

water-glycol solution driven by a pump at 250kg/hr. 
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Figure 15-Information flow diagram for the Base SDHW TRNSYS model using forced flow heat 
exchanger. 

 

Figure 16- Information flow diagram for Freeman’s natural convection heat exchanger SDHW 
TRNSYS model. 
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3.5 TEM SAHP Models 

Using the developed TRNSYS components for a thermoelectric heat pump and a 

thermoelectric heat exchanger, several potential configurations for a TEM driven solar assisted 

heat pump were investigated. As the thermoelectric heat pump is continuously variable up to a 

maximum capacity, while further requiring no pressurized refrigerants with bounding operating 

limits, it provides the flexibility to investigate a variety of SAHP configurations not commonly 

considered with VC heat pumps. The relatively low COPs typical of commercially available 

TEMs also provides further motivation to consider configurations where temperature differences 

across the heat pump are minimized. A description of the configurations along with information 

flow diagrams for the TRNSYS models is provided in the sections below. 

3.5.1 Indirect SAHP 

An indirect solar assisted heat pump configuration similar to the system studied 

thoroughly by Freeman [11] and Bridgeman [12] was modeled, with the VC heat pump replaced 

by a thermoelectric heat pump and associated heat exchangers. An information flow diagram is 

provided in Figure 17. The solar collector loop feeds the heat absorbing side of the thermoelectric 

through a heat exchanger. Heat extracted by the thermoelectric is then emitted at the hot face of 

the thermoelectric, heating the potable water in the heat exchanger. Pumps driving the working 

fluid in the solar loop and DHW loop are controlled by a differential controller. The differential 

controller activates the pumps when the collector outlet temperature is equal to the temperature at 

the bottom of the tank plus a deadband to prevent controller oscillations. This controller is also 

used to activate the thermoelectric heat pump. A separate controller prevents operation outside 

the expected times of available solar radiation, which are set to 6:00AM-8:00PM. Another 

controller is used to provide a simple method for varying the heat pump capacity. This controller 
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can be operated in fixed capacity mode, where the TEM is driven by a fixed current, or capacity 

varying mode, where the current to the thermoelectric is stepped up when collector temperatures 

increase above certain ranges. 

 

Figure 17- Information flow diagram of ISAHP TRNSYS model. 

 

3.5.2 SAHP Solar Side Heat Pump 

A limitation of indirect SAHP configurations is that heat can only be delivered to the 

storage tank through the heat pump. Under circumstances where there is sufficient solar radiation 

to provide high grade heat to the storage tank directly, an indirect SAHP must consume additional 

energy to operate the heat pump. Therefore, various methods have been suggested to by-pass the 

heat pump when sufficient solar energy is available [17] [18]. A Solar Side heat pump 

configuration as suggested by Sterling was modeled to allow for direct solar heating as with a 
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typical SDHW, with an additional temperature lift from a thermoelectric heat pump between the 

inlet and outlet of the solar thermal collector. As thermoelectric modules must be designed with 

minimal thermal conductance, this system can be run without the use of the heat pump when 

conditions are favourable. An information flow diagram for the system is shown in Figure 18. 

 

Figure 18- Information flow diagram of SAHP Solar Side Heat Pump TRNSYS model. 

 

3.5.3 PV driven SAHP 

Several authors have seen a strong potential to drive thermoelectric modules with 

photovoltaic panels for a range of applications including cooling and heating [24] [26]. 

Thermoelectric modules require direct current to operate efficiently. A typical TEM system will 

require an AC-DC power supply which will introduce a loss mechanism which for less efficient 

systems can be substantial [22]. Since PV panels produce direct current, a converter is not 
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required and overall system efficiency is improved. PV panels are characterized by an IV curve 

with a maximum power point. The most efficient operation of the panels occurs at this point. 

Photovoltaic systems therefore often employ maximum power-point trackers (MPPTs) to provide 

optimal performance. However, the addition of MPPTs adds additional cost and complexity. As 

thermoelectric modules have their own unique IV curves, it was proposed that a direct-drive 

PV/TEM system may be able to operate with comparable efficiency to an MPPT controlled 

PV/TEM system with a considerable reduction in cost and complexity. A key factor in this 

performance is the relationship between the IV curve of the PV panel as solar radiation varies 

throughout the day, and the IV curve of the TEM as the tank charging cycle varies throughout the 

day. A preliminary model to investigate the IV curves of a TEM/PV system was created in excel 

to suggest a potential configuration of TEMs to match a PV panel available in the Queen’s Solar 

Calorimetry Lab as show in Figure 19. 
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Figure 19- Preliminary design work performed in Excel. Current voltage characteristics were 
plotted for a variety of commercially available thermoelectric modules and compared with the IV 
curve of a PV panel available for use in the QSCL. The operating point is the intersection 
between the thermoelectric and photovoltaic IV curves. 

 

A suitable configuration was then modeled in TRNSYS to determine the system 

performance and investigate the relationship between the PV panel and TEMs during a charging 

cycle. An information flow diagram of the PV SAHP model is shown in Figure 20. 
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Figure 20- Information flow diagram of PV SAHP TRNSYS model. 

 

3.5.4 Other TRNSYS Components 

3.5.4.1 Forcing Function 

The Type14 component provides time dependent profiles which can be created for a user-

defined period. The component outputs the time dependent function until the end of the period 

and then repeats itself until the end of the modeling period. This component is particularly useful 

for defining draw schedules for domestic hot water consumption. 

3.5.4.2 Weather File 

The Type109 Weather Data Reader and Solar Radiation Processor component provides 

the necessary data to evaluate the annual performance of a solar collector. Weather data is 
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generated from Typical Meteorological Year 2 files (TMY2) which were produced by NREL to 

provide hourly values of solar radiation and meteorological variables for a variety of locations 

[36]. These weather files provide a basis for generating annual performance predictions and are 

not intended to be used for predicting worst-case conditions. 

 The Type109 calculates the beam and diffuse radiation on a user-defined surface, using 

the same methods as Type 16 Solar Radiation Processor. Hourly total horizontal radiation 

provided by a weather file is interpolated by the component and estimates of the diffuse and beam 

components are generated to estimate the radiation incident on the tilted surface. The component 

provides several methods to estimate the solar radiation on a tilted surface. The Perez tilted 

surface model was used in all TRNSYS simulations performed in this work and has been found to 

provide the best agreement with measured data [37]. 

3.6 Performance Indices 

A number of indices were used to evaluate the performance of the thermoelectric heat 

pump, and the TEM-SAHP system as a whole. These included performance indices for the heat 

pump, solar thermal collector, PV solar collector, and the overall SAHP system. 

3.6.1 Collector Efficiencies 

Collector efficiency provides an important measure of the ability of the solar collector to 

utilize available solar radiation. This performance index is calculated in the same manner for both 

thermal collectors and PV collectors. The collector efficiency is defined as the ratio of the useful 

delivered work by the collector to the total power available to the collector through incident solar 

radiation. As solar thermal collectors can harness a much wider bandwidth of available solar 

radiation, their collector efficiencies are typically 4-5 times higher than those for PV solar 

collectors. 
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Solar thermal collectors operate most efficiently at lower temperatures as heat loss to the 

environment is reduced. PV solar collectors also operate most efficiently at lower temperatures as 

the saturation current is reduced. 

3.6.2 Heat Pump COP 

The coefficient of performance provides a measure of the effectiveness with which a heat 

pump can transport heat from a cold reservoir to a hot reservoir. As described in Section 1.2, a 

heat pump’s COP is limited by the Carnot COP and is dependent on the absolute temperature of 

the cold and hot sides of the heat pump. For a fixed hot side delivery temperature, the COP of a 

heat pump will increase with higher evaporator temperatures. This creates a tradeoff between 

collector efficiency and heat pump effectiveness which must be evaluated through an overall 

system performance index. 

3.6.3 Free Energy Ratio 

The Free Energy Ratio quantifies the fraction of the load that is met with freely available 

energy including solar radiation and heat from the surrounding environment. The load is defined 

as the energy difference between hot water leaving the tank and the energy of the mains water 

coming into the tank. There are several methods that can be used to calculate the FER, in this 

study the following equation was used: 

𝐹𝐸𝑅 =  1 −
�𝐸𝑎𝑢𝑥 + 𝐸𝑖𝑛,𝑇𝐸𝑀�

𝐸𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑
= 1 −  

(∫𝑄𝑎𝑢𝑥𝑑𝑡 + ∫𝑄𝑖𝑛,𝑇𝐸𝑀𝑑𝑡
∫𝑄𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑𝑑𝑡

 (34)  

This method of calculation provides a more conservative estimate then directly calculating the 

ratio of Free Energy collected to the Load Energy, as any losses between the collector and the 

load are implicitly incorporated.   
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Chapter 4 

SAHP System Performance Sensitivity 

4.1 Introduction 

Theoretical and experimental studies have been undertaken to identify key SAHP 

parameters for vapour-compression heat pumps [11] [12]. The use of a thermoelectric heat pump 

introduces a new set of system parameters which can influence the performance indices outlined 

in Section 3.6. A series of computer simulations were performed to identify relationships between 

various components in the system and the sensitivity of the system to different parameters. 

4.2 Time Step Sensitivity 

To ensure the simulation time step did not introduce a significant error to the TRNSYS 

simulations, a time step sensitivity was performed for the TEM ISAHP model as shown in Figure 

21. Simulations were performed for time steps ranging from 6 minutes to 1 minute. A 

convergence criterion of 1% was chosen as an acceptable limit on the time step resolution. 
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Figure 21- Time step convergence simulation for the ISAHP configuration in the TRNSYS 
simulation environment. Free energy ratio is plotted against thermal area, for a variety of 
timesteps displayed as fractions of an hour. 

 

Results of the time step convergence simulation indicated that time step intervals of 1.5 minutes 

produced results below the convergence criterion. For simplicity, all reported simulations in this 

work were performed at 1 minute intervals. 

4.3 Control Strategies 

Simple and reliable control strategies are important for the efficient operation of any solar 

thermal heating system. Controller oscillations can initiate near the beginning and end of the day 

when lower irradiance is sufficient to stagnate the fluid in the collector above the temperature 

setpoint, but insufficient to heat the fluid once connected to a load. Typical SDHW systems can 

be controlled effectively with a differential controller as described in 3.3.3, in combination with a 

simple timer. The timer ensures the system does not initiate false starts before the sun is up, and 

similarly ensures the system turns off at sun-down. The timed controller used in this study limited 
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operation of the system from 6AM-8PM. This operation window was determined to be the most 

effective in previous ISAHP simulations by Freeman [11]. This control strategy worked with 

varying degrees of success for the ISAHP, and Solar Side HP configurations. Oscillations were 

more frequent at higher flow rates, and higher heat pump capacities. As the TEM heat pump 

component did not include any model for the thermal mass of the heat exchanger, heat transfer 

rates from one time step to the next could vary abruptly, leading to oscillations in the differential 

controller. 

4.4 Parameterization 

System configurations were studied using the TRNSYS models described in Chapter 3. 

Numerous simulations were performed while varying the governing parameters. In this manner, 

optimal system configurations and key parameters were identified for further study. 

Parameterizations were performed for the ISAHP and Solar Side HP systems, simulating the 

effects of varying flowrates in the collector loop, and storage loop, varying collector areas, 

varying TEM currents, and varying TEM heat exchanger UA values. The results of the 

simulations were quantified with the performance indices described in Chapter 3, Free energy 

ratio, collector efficiency, and coefficient of performance. 

4.4.1 Indirect Solar Assisted Heat Pump 

Simulations were performed to evaluate system sensitivity to key parameters for two 

different commercially available TEM modules. The XLT2393 and RC18 modules are both 

manufactured by Marlow Industries Inc., with the XLT capable of providing higher heat pumping 

capacity, and the RC module optimized for higher COP. Both modules have identical surface 

areas, with the XLT module having a thinner profile. TEM parameters used in the simulations of 

the XLT and RC modules are tabulated in Chapter 6. 
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The TEM heat pump was modeled as 4 series blocks, with 12 parallel modules in each 

block. Each block was modeled as a simple heat exchanger component as described in Section 

3.2.2, with the number of fins varied as a convenient method to control the UA value. Several key 

plots of the parameterization results are provided below for the XLT modules. The full results are 

provided in Appendix C. 

 

 

Figure 22-XLT module average annual COP as a function of operating current. Curves are plotted 
for varying system flow rates (FR [kg/hr]) and a collector area of 4m2. 

 

As expected, the TEM heat pump Coefficient of Performance decreases rapidly with 

increased current as shown in Figure 22. As current is increased, losses due to joule heating and 

thermal conduction increase as well, pushing the COP asymptotically to one. Higher flow rates 

lead to slightly improved COP, likely due to higher absolute system temperatures as stratification 

in the storage tank is degraded. 
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 Figure 23 demonstrates the relationship between the current driving the TEM heat pump 

and the solar thermal collector efficiency, for various system flow rates. At low currents, the 

benefits derived from increased stratification resulting from lower flow rates dominate the 

collector efficiency. As current is increased, the tank temperature is pushed up until the benefits 

of stratification become outweighed by the need to reduce the average collector temperature with 

higher flow rates. 

 

 

Figure 23-XLT module average annual collector efficiency as a function of operating current. 
Curves are plotted for varying system flow rates (FR [kg/hr]) and a collector area of 4m2. 

 

 The Free Energy Ratio provides a measure of the overall system performance, and is 

plotted in Figure 24. It appears that solar thermal collector efficiency has the greatest impact on 

the Free Energy Ratio, as trends in Figure 24 reflect those demonstrated in Figure 23. The small 
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gains in heat pump performance at higher flow rates are minor in comparison. For the purposes of 

the parametric study, heat exchanger UA values were kept independent of flow rate. In reality, 

higher flow rates would lead to better convection coefficients and compress the spread of values 

in Figure 24 at low currents, and increase the spread at high currents. 

 

Figure 24- XLT module average annual FER as a function of operating current. Curves are 
plotted for varying system flow rates (FR [kg/hr]) and a collector area of 4m2. 

 

Investigating the same performance indices at lower thermal collector areas, the impact 

of flow rate on COP reverses as shown in Figure 25. As the thermal storage tank is fully charged 

less frequently, the temperature rise across the solar thermal collector has a greater impact on 

average TEM operating temperature and therefore COP. 
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Figure 25-XLT module average annual COP as a function of operating current. Curves are plotted 
for varying system flow rates (FR [kg/hr]) and a collector area of 2m2. 

 

 Although the trend remains the same for collector efficiency in Figure 26, with a 

collector area of 2m2 the impact at high currents is significantly reduced. As the storage tank is 

less likely to be fully charged, the importance of stratification becomes increasingly dominant. 

The benefits of higher flow rates are therefore only evident at the highest TEM currents. 
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Figure 26-XLT module average annual collector efficiency as a function of operating current. 
Curves are plotted for varying system flow rates (FR [kg/hr]) and a collector area of 2m2. 

 

The combined trends at lower thermal collector areas accentuate the benefits of low flow 

rates on the Free Energy Ratio. In this configuration plotted in Figure 27, a lower flow system is 

the preferred solution with the variance in FER with flow rate appearing marginal at higher TEM 

currents. 
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Figure 27-XLT module average annual FER as a function of operating current. Curves are plotted 
for varying system flow rates (FR [kg/hr]) and a collector area of 2m2. 

 

The Coefficient of Performance of the ISAHP heat pump, as well as the system Free 

Energy Ratio were plotted as a function of heat exchanger UA values in Figure 28. Improvements 

in heat exchanger performance can be achieved by increasing surface area, improving the 

convection coefficient between the working fluid and the heat exchanger, or improving the 

conductivity of the heat exchanger material. These improvements must be balanced with pressure 

drop, fouling, mechanical strength, and cost. UA values below 30W/K correspond to a significant 

decline in heat pump COP as the temperature gradient across the TEM modules increase. Over 

75W/K improvements in heat exchanger conductance begin to provide diminishing returns for 

heat pump COP and overall system performance. Improvements in COP appear to provide 

proportional improvements in system performance as defined by the Free Energy Ratio.  
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Figure 28- Average annual COP and FER as a function of TEM heat exchanger UA for the RC 
ISAHP with a solar thermal collector area of 4m2. Improvements in heat pump performance 
correspond directly with improvements in the Free Energy Ratio of the ISAHP. 

 

4.4.2 Solar Side SAHP 

The Solar Side SAHP was simulated with the higher Figure of Merit RC modules. The 

TEM heat pump was modeled in two configurations. In the lower capacity configuration, the heat 

pump was modeled as 4 series blocks, with 4 parallel modules in each block. In the higher 

capacity configuration each block had 8 parallel modules. In both cases the heat pump capacity 

was reduced, as compared with the ISAHP configuration, as the solar side heat pump works in 

conjunction with the external heat exchanger to drop the collector temperature. During 

simulations it was observed that too high of a TEM capacity would reduce system performance 

and increase instability in the control system. 

As described in further detail in Chapter 7, a minimum threshold on heat pump COP 

exists, before solar fraction is negatively affected. Standard control schemes using differential 
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controllers were limited in their ability to maintain stability in the system. It is recommended that 

PID controllers be investigated in future work for a Solar Side SAHP configuration as was 

utilized by Sterling [18]. A series of parameterization results for the Solar Side SAHP using the 

RC thermoelectric module are plotted in Figures 29-35 below. 

Plots of collector efficiency as a function of storage side flow rates are provided in Figure 

29 for the Solar Side heat pump with 16 RC modules and a collector area of 4m2. Peak efficiency 

corresponds to flow rates that closely match the collector loop at lower flow rates. At the highest 

collector flow rate simulated, the decline in collector efficiency at high flow rates due to a loss in 

stratification is tempered by the convergence of capacitance on the hot and cold side of the heat 

exchanger. Investigating the results of a 16 module configuration with a 2m2 collector area the 

trends appear similar, although the peak efficiency converges at 35kg/hr, independent of FRC. As 

the storage tank is less likely to be fully charged with a reduced collector area, the importance of 

stratification on collector efficiency dominates. These results are plotted in Figure 30.  
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Figure 29-Solar collector efficiency as a function of storage side flow rate (FRS [kg/hr]). Results 
are plotted with a collector area of 4m2 and 16 TEM modules. Collector efficiency is highest at 
lower storage flow rates with closely coupled collector flow rates. 

 
Figure 30-Solar collector efficiency as a function of storage side flow rate (FRS [kg/hr]). Results 
are plotted with a collector area of 2m2 and 16 TEM modules. Collector efficiency is highest at 
lower storage flow rates independent of collector flow rate. 
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Simulating the impact of FRC on solar thermal collector efficiency for a fixed storage 

flow rate provides results that mimic traditional SDHW systems as illustrated in Figure 31. 

Efficiency increases rapidly as mean collector temperatures decrease with increased flow rate. 

Efficiency peaks when the capacitance on the storage side and collector side are well matched 

across the heat exchanger. The decline in efficiency at higher collector flow rates is a result of the 

fixed effectiveness heat exchanger forcing the collector temperature back up as the capacitance 

on the collector side becomes increasingly mismatched with the storage side. 

 

 
Figure 31-Solar collector efficiency as a function of collector side flow rate. FRS was fixed at 
50kg/hr and TEM current was fixed at 2A. Maximum η occurs when the flow rates are close 
coupled. 

 

Collector efficiency is not the only parameter determining overall system performance 

however. Heat pump performance should be expected to increase with increased collector flow 

rate as the temperature gradient across the TEM is reduced. Results plotted in Figure 32 and 

Figure 33 support this conclusion. Increased storage side flow rates have a more complicated 
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relationship with heat pump performance as indicated in Figure 32. As FRS increases, heat 

transfer across the heat exchanger is improved increasing the temperature gradient across the 

TEM heat pump and resulting in a drop in COP. At higher FRS, the shallow improvement in heat 

pump performance is likely a function of higher average operating temperatures as the mixed tank 

pushes the collector loop temperatures higher. In Figure 33 COP increases with increasing 

collector side flow rate, as this corresponds to a decrease in temperature gradient across the heat 

pump. As absolute collector temperatures rise at higher flow rates, optimal TEM current is 

reversed as the need to overcome thermal conduction losses across the TEM modules is overtaken 

by the impact of joule heating losses. 

 
Figure 32-Heat pump COP as a function of storage side flow rate (FRS) for a 16 RC module TEM 
heat pump and a 4m2 collector area. Optimal COP does not coincide with optimal system 
performance. 
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Figure 33-Heat pump COP as a function of collector side flow rate for various TEM currents and 
a fixed FRS. Coefficient of Performance increases with FRC. The current input resulting in the 
highest COP shifts from low collector side flow rates to high collector side flow rates.  

 

Results plotted in Figure 34 and Figure 35 indicate that the negative impact of higher collector 

flowrates on collector performance outweigh the expected benefits of a reduced temperature 

gradient across the heat pump. 
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Figure 34- Free energy ratio as a function of storage side flow rate (FRS). Results are plotted for a 
16 module RC TEM heat pump and a collector area of 4m2. These results reflect a direct 
relationship with collector efficiency. 

 

Figure 35- Free energy ratio as a function of FRC for a fixed FRS. Results are plotted for a solar 
thermal collector area of 2m2 and 4m2. Maximum FER appears to be directly proportional to peak 
collector efficiency. 
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Free energy ratio and collector efficiency were found to be highly sensitive to collector 

loop flow rate, mirroring results found with traditional SDHW systems. Extremely low flow rates 

introduce a substantial temperature rise across the solar collector and subsequently significant 

heat loss. High flow rates will also impact the system negatively, as the minimum capacitance 

shifts strongly to the storage side of the heat exchanger pushing the collector temperatures back 

up.  

The Solar Side SAHP is also sensitive to the storage loop flow rate, with low flow rates 

limiting heat exchanger capacitance, pushing collector temperatures higher and high flow rates 

limiting thermal stratification in the storage tank. Optimal heat pump COP did not correspond to 

optimal system performance. Further investigation of a TEM driven Solar Side SAHP is not 

recommended without significant improvements in TEM performance at higher capacities. 

4.4.3 PV Driven SAHP 

The PV Driven SAHP was simulated with RC modules and a solar thermal collector area 

of 2m2 and 3m2. As the performance of the PV system and TEM heat pump are strongly 

dependent on the current and voltage relationship between the two components, the configuration 

of panels in series and parallel, and the number of TEM modules in series was the primary focus 

of this set of simulations. The TEM modules were arranged electrically into four parallel strings, 

with the number of thermoelectric modules wired in series in each string varied for each 

simulation. As with the ISAHP simulations, the TEM heat pump was modeled as four series 

blocks. Results of the simulation suggest that the electrical configuration of the PV array has a 

strong influence on the overall performance of the system. An optimized system will require an 

integrated design approach to fine tune the compatibility of the TEM heat pump unit with the 

solar modules. Parameterization results for the PV driven SAHP are provided in the figures below 
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for solar thermal collector areas of 2m2. Results for a solar thermal collector area of 3m2 are 

provided in Appendix C.  

 
Figure 36-Free Energy Ratio as a function of TEM module string size for an RC driven ISAHP. 
Results are plotted for various PV array sizes with a single PV module per array string. The FER 
is reduced with increasing TEM modules per string except with the single module array. An array 
with PVS=1 and PVp=6 corresponds to a six panel PV array. 

 

Free Energy Ratio results for the PV ISAHP with a single PV module array string 

configuration are plotted in Figure 36. Results are shown for increasing TEM module string size 

and increasing PV array sizes. As TEM module string size increases, the system’s Free Energy 

Ratio drops dramatically except at the smallest array size. In contrast, PV array size has a 

generally positive relationship with FER, although with diminishing returns. This strong 

relationship appears to be driven by the impedance matching of the TEM heat pump and the PV 

array as demonstrated in Figure 37. 
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Figure 37- Maximum Power Point Fraction as a function of TEM string size for various array 
sizes. The array configurations plotted are based on a single PV module string. The MPP fraction 
decreases with increasing TEM modules per string except for a single module array. An array 
with PVS=1 and PVp=6 corresponds to a six panel PV array. 

 

Investigating the impact of TEM string size on the PV array’s maximum power point 

fraction, Figure 37 demonstrates a strong reduction in the utilization of the PV array with an 

increase in TEM heat pump impedance. For a single panel PV array the optimal impedance is 

found with a 10 module TEM string; with higher modules strings resulting in reduced 

performance. This plot provides a clear indication of the importance of the electrical relationship 

between the array and the heat pump. Despite the largely negative relationship with PV array size 

and MPP fraction, the Free Energy Ratio of the system continues to increase with array size. Such 

a significant underutilization of the PV system will likely not be cost effective. These results 
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therefore suggest the addition of a maximum power point tracker between the array and the heat 

pump could provide a substantial boost to the overall system performance. 

To better understand the discrepancy between trends for the majority of array 

configurations in Figure 36 and Figure 37 and the single panel array, results for TEM heat pump 

Coefficient of Performance and solar thermal collector efficiency were plotted in Figure 38 and 

Figure 39 respectively. In Figure 38 COP decreases with array size, corresponding to an increase 

in current. Increased TEM modules per string result in higher TEM heat pump impedance, 

reducing array current and increasing COP. For a single PV panel array, the COP is highest at 

lower impedance. 

 

 
Figure 38- Coefficient of Performance as a function of TEM module string size for an RC driven 
ISAHP. Results are plotted for various PV array sizes with a single PV module per array string. 
COP increases with increasing TEM string length. For a single panel PV array, a minimum COP 
occurs at 9 TEM modules per string. An array with PVS=1 and PVp=6 corresponds to a six panel 
PV array. 
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As demonstrated in Figure 19, at low impedance a PV array produces maximum current 

and at high impedance produces maximum voltage. Optimal impedance allows a balance of 

current and voltage which produces the maximum power available from the array. The inverse 

relationship between the current driving a TEM heat pump and the heat pump COP was clearly 

demonstrated from the ISAHP configuration results. However, similar to the solar side heat 

pump, significant increases in absolute operating temperature can drive COP up even at higher 

currents. With a limited total heat pump capacity at lower TEM string sizes, the solar collector 

temperature is driven up. This explanation is further supported by Figure 39 as solar thermal 

collector efficiency is significantly lower for the single PV panel array at low TEM string sizes. 

As TEM string sizes increase, the MPP fraction decreases and the array cannot provide as much 

power to the heat pump which causes a corresponding decline in collector efficiency. 
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Figure 39- Solar thermal collector efficiency as a function of TEM module string size for an RC 
driven ISAHP. Results are plotted for various PV array sizes with a single PV module per array 
string. Collector efficiency drops with increasing TEM module string length. An array with 
PVS=1 and PVp=6 corresponds to a six panel PV array. 

 

Simulating the same parameters with a PV array configuration based on two series PV 

modules per string exhibits an improved Free Energy Ratio for larger PV arrays and a reduced 

FER for an array with a single string as illustrated in Figure 40. 
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Figure 40- Free Energy Ratio as a function of TEM module string size for an RC driven ISAHP. 
Results are plotted for various PV array sizes with two PV modules per array string. Arrays with 
two and three strings have minor variations in FER with TEM modules per string. The FER for a 
single string array increases with TEM modules per string. An array with PVS=2 and PVp=3 
corresponds to a six panel PV array. 

 

As the system performance has improved with the only parameter varied being the 

arrangement of the panels in the array, it should follow that the array MPP fraction has improved. 

This conjecture is supported by the MPP fraction results plotted in Figure 41. Arrays with two 

and three strings are able to provide sufficient current and voltage to the TEM heat pump to 

operate at MPP Fractions above 0.5. The single string PV array requires a high impedance load 

and therefore MPP fraction increases rapidly with the number of TEM modules per string. 
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Figure 41- Maximum Power Point Fraction as a function of TEM string size for various PV array 
sizes. MPPT Fraction increases with TEM modules per string for a single string PV array. MPPT 
Fraction peaks at 9 TEM modules per string for a two string PV array, and decreases after 7 TEM 
modules per string for a three string PV array. An array with PVS=2 and PVp=3 corresponds to a 
six panel PV array. 

 

Similarly, the reduced FER results for a single string array with two panels per string 

when compared to the alternate two panel array configuration appear to be strongly correlated to 

the reduction in MPP fraction. 

Comparing Free Energy Ratio and Maximum Power Point Fraction for the two array 

configurations suggests that the overall PV ISHAP system performance is dominated by the 

performance of the PV array. If the array cannot drive the heat pump, energy available from the 

solar thermal collectors cannot be transferred to the storage tank. As the array performance 

improves, additional work provided by the heat pump from the array is also transferred to the 

storage tank. 
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The TEM heat pump Coefficient of Performance is plotted for the two and three string 

PV arrays in Figure 42. The single string array is plotted separately in Figure 43 for clarity as the 

scales differ significantly.  

 

Figure 42-Coefficient of Performance as a function of TEM module string size for an RC driven 
ISAHP. Results are plotted for various PV array sizes with two PV modules per array string. COP 
decreases with array size. Increased TEM modules per string correspond to increasing COP. An 
array with PVS=2 and PVp=3 corresponds to a six panel PV array. 

 
Figure 43-Coefficient of Performance as a function of TEM module string size for an RC driven 
ISAHP. Results are plotted for a single string array with two PV modules per string. COP 
decreases with the number of TEM modules per string. An array with PVS=2 and PVp=1 
corresponds to a two panel PV array. 
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The trends in Figure 42 and Figure 43 demonstrate the balance between minimum heat 

pump capacity for the PV ISAHP system, and the optimal operating current of the TEM strings. 

With a smaller array in Figure 43, short TEM strings result in a smaller overall heat pump, 

pushing collector temperatures up and correspondingly COP. In Figure 42 a three string PV array 

is dominated by high currents. In this configuration, COP improves as TEM current is reduced as 

a result of longer TEM strings. The two string PV array in Figure 42 appears to exhibit trends 

from both extremes. This explanation is supported by solar thermal collector efficiency results for 

the two panel string PV arrays plotted in Figure 44. 

 

Figure 44- Solar thermal collector efficiency as a function of TEM module string size for an RC 
driven ISAHP. Results are plotted for various PV array sizes with two PV modules per array 
string. Collector efficiency increases with increasing number of TEM modules per string. An 
array with PVS=2 and PVp=3 corresponds to a six panel PV array. 

 

Solar thermal collector efficiency is poor for smaller arrays with limited TEM modules as 

they cannot provide sufficient heat pumping capacity to keep collector temperatures low. As the 
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number of TEM modules per string increases, solar thermal collector efficiency is improved. 

Collector efficiency results in Figure 44 for the single string array and the three string array are 

very similar, diverging only at the highest TEM string lengths. The single string PV array has 

lower collector efficiency as a result of a limited heat pumping capacity. The three string PV 

array has lower collector efficiency as a result of limited thermal storage pushing collector 

temperatures higher. At the highest TEM string lengths, the solar collector efficiency for the three 

string array increases at a greater rate as the array MPP fraction falls reducing the impact of 

limited thermal storage. The mid-sized array appears to strike a balance between heat pump 

capacity and available thermal storage. 

A direct coupled PV/TEM heat pump reduces cost and complexity. However, even the 

most optimal configuration studied in the parameterization could not reach an average annual 

Maximum Power Point Fraction above 0.7. Further study is required to determine what 

component of the MPP Fraction energy loss is due to storage limitations and what component is 

as a result of impedance mismatch. 
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Chapter 5 

Experimental Description 

5.1 Introduction 

The following sections present experimental procedures used to collect data from the 

thermoelectric characterization apparatus and the thermoelectric heat pump calorimeter. 

Measurement uncertainty considerations and key assumptions are discussed. Detailed calculations 

and further discussion of equipment calibrations are included in the Appendices. 

5.2 Apparatus and Instrumentation 

An apparatus was designed and constructed to characterize the thermoelectric modules 

following test procedures outlined by [38]. An aluminum block was used as a reference thermal 

resistance, allowing the determination of the heat flux from the TEM. Various experiments were 

performed to determine the TEM bulk Seebeck coefficient, electrical resistance, and thermal 

conductance. These values were then compared against those predicted using the method 

proposed by [33]. A schematic of the apparatus is provided in Figure 45. 
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Figure 45-Schematic of Aluminum block thermoelectric characterization apparatus. 

 

A thin, flexible 35mm Minco polymide 75Ω electric heating element is mounted at the 

top of the aluminum reference block. The heater is controlled by a Xantrex 150-8 DC power 

supply. A liquid cooled heat sink is attached to the base of the aluminum block and is controlled 

by a temperature bath. Fourier’s law states that the imposition of a heat flux through a material 

will induce a proportional temperature gradient with the thermal resistance Rth as the constant of 

proportionality. 

𝑄 =
𝑇𝐻 − 𝑇𝐶
𝑅𝑡ℎ

 (35)  

To determine Rth,b, heat was applied across the aluminum block and the temperature gradient 

across the block was measured by two thermocouples, one embedded in the center of each end of 

the block. The thermocouples were bonded into small holes machined into each end of the block 
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with a highly conductive thermal epoxy. The thermocouples were carefully calibrated and a 

description of the calibration results can be found in Appendix A.  

5.2.1 Calibration of Aluminum block 

The aluminum block provided a reference thermal resistance to allow the determination 

of the heat pumped by the thermoelectric module. To measure the module performance with 

sufficient accuracy therefore required the careful determination of the aluminum block thermal 

resistance. The block was machined to meet the dimensions of the thermoelectric modules and 

was long enough to ensure a sufficiently large temperature drop could be measured. The final 

dimensions of the block were 43x43x118mm. The ends of the block were carefully machined to 

be as flat and smooth as possible to minimize contact resistance. 

The electric heater was clamped to the aluminum block and springs were used to 

minimize uneven pressure. Thermal grease was applied between the heater and aluminum surface 

to minimize contact resistance. The aluminum block was enclosed by an extruded polystyrene 

shell filled with expanding spray foam. A simple one dimensional heat loss calculation suggested 

the overall heat loss coefficient (UA) for the block enclosure to be approximately 0.049W/K [34]. 

Although small, heat loss through the insulation introduced a systematic error into the 

measurement of Rth,b. An effective UA value was therefore calculated for the apparatus as a 

function of the temperature difference between the mean block temperature and the ambient 

surrounding air. Measurements were taken in steady-state conditions, and experiments were 

conducted before 4pm when sun entering from a west window in the lab room introduced an 

unsteady increase in the room temperature. A schematic of the apparatus used to determine UAeff 

is shown below in Figure 46. 
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Figure 46- Aluminum block apparatus with reference electric heater. 

 

5.2.2 TEM Parameters 

The aluminum block apparatus was then modified to allow for the characterization of 

commercial thermoelectric modules and the determination of their governing parameters. The 

electric heater from the calibration experiments was replaced by a thermoelectric module and a 

large fan-assisted heat sink was mounted onto the thermoelectric to improve heat transfer. A thin 

layer of thermal grease was applied between heat transfer surfaces to minimize contact resistance. 

The TEM and heat sink were clamped to the aluminum block and springs were used to provide 

even pressure. A series of experiments were then conducted to determine the Thermoelectric 

Module Seebeck coefficient, internal resistance, and thermal conductance. Parameters were 

determined at various hot side temperatures to quantify temperature dependencies. 
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To determine the Seebeck coefficient, the open-circuit voltage of the thermoelectric was 

measured while the temperature gradient across the TEM was varied by changing the bath 

temperature. The Seebeck coefficient was then determined using Equation 3. The internal 

resistance of the thermoelectric was calculated by applying a voltage across the module and 

measuring the resultant current. To determine the true module resistance, the Seebeck voltage 

must be accounted for and the resistance was therefore calculated with the following equation: 

𝑅𝑇𝐸𝑀 =
(𝑉 − 𝑉𝑠)

𝐼
 (36)  

The Thermoelectric Module Thermal Conductance was then calculated by rearranging Equation 

8: 

𝐾 =
𝛼𝑇𝐻𝐼 + 1

2𝐼
2𝑅𝑇𝐸𝑀 − 𝑄𝐻

𝑇𝐻 − 𝑇𝐶
 (37)  

 

5.2.3 TEM Calorimeter 

An apparatus was constructed to measure the performance of a thermoelectric heat pump 

with simple liquid heat exchangers. Four thermoelectric modules were wired in series and 

“sandwiched” between two lapped isothermal copper plates with an array of embedded 

thermocouples. Hot and cold sides were compressed against aluminum heat sinks. The heat sinks 

were constructed in two pieces, on one side a serpentine channel was machined for the working 

fluid to be pumped through, and on the other a thin groove for a gasketing material. The two 

pieces were then bolted together. The heat transfer surfaces of the heat sinks were then lapped to 

minimize contact resistance along with the application of a thin layer of thermal grease. 

Thermocouple wells were plumbed into the inlet and outlet of the heat sinks to measure 

the change in bulk fluid temperature. A temperature bath was used to control the fluid 
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temperature entering the cold heat sink inlet. Fluid leaving the cold side heat sink was then 

directed through an external heat exchanger to raise the fluid temperature before entering the hot 

side heat sink, the fluid leaving from the hot side sink was then sent back to the temperature bath. 

This series configuration allowed for the equalization of flowrates across both the hot side and 

cold side heat sinks, allowing for the determination of the COP without measuring the flowrate. 

The derivation of the COP as a function of inlet and outlet temperatures only for this 

configuration is provided in the following equations. 

𝐶𝑂𝑃𝑇𝐸𝑀 =
𝑄𝐻
𝑄𝑖𝑛

=
𝑄𝐻

𝑄𝐻 − 𝑄𝐶
 (38)  

𝐶𝑂𝑃𝑇𝐸𝑀 =
�̇�(𝑇𝐻,𝑜 − 𝑇𝐻,𝑖𝑛)

�̇�(𝑇𝐻,𝑜 − 𝑇𝐻,𝑖𝑛) − �̇�(𝑇𝐶,𝑖𝑛 − 𝑇𝐶,𝑜)
 (39)  

𝐶𝑂𝑃𝑇𝐸𝑀 =
𝑇𝐻,𝑜 − 𝑇𝐻,𝑖𝑛

(𝑇𝐻,𝑜 − 𝑇𝐻,𝑖𝑛) − (𝑇𝐶,𝑖𝑛 − 𝑇𝐶,𝑜)
 (40)  

 

 

Figure 47-Plumbing schematic of TEM Calorimeter apparatus. 
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Figure 48-Photo of TEM Calorimeter heat sinks and isothermal plates. 

 
Figure 49- Photos of assembled, uninsulated TEM calorimeter and insulated TEM calorimeter. 

 

5.2.4 PV Driven TEM 

As discussed in Section 3.5.3, a thermoelectric heat pump can be driven by a solar 

photovoltaic array. Such an arrangement when coupled with a solar thermal collector as a heat 

source could allow for a much higher solar fraction and remove the need for an AC/DC converter. 

A PV driven TEM heat pump was therefore tested by replacing the power supply of the TEM 
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calorimeter with a two-panel PV array installed on the roof of McLaughlin hall. The addition of 

the photovoltaic power source required several modifications and additions to the TEM 

calorimeter apparatus as discussed in the following sections. 

5.2.4.1 PV Calorimetry 

Photovoltaic panels convert solar radiation to direct-current electricity. To accurately 

measure the efficiency of the PV panels and the resultant power produced when exposed to solar 

radiation, measurements of incident solar radiation, generated current, and generated voltage are 

required. Incident solar radiation was measured using a calibrated Eppley pyranometer mounted 

in the plane of the PV array. The pyranometer output a millivolt signal to the data acquisition 

system proportional to the irradiance. DC current was measured by two parallel shunts with low 

series resistance and a low temperature coefficient. The shunts were calibrated against a power 

supply as the factory calibration had drifted substantially. As the DC voltage produced by the PV 

array was greater than the allowable input voltage to the DAQ, a voltage divider was constructed 

using high precision, low temperature coefficient resistors. The voltage divider was also 

calibrated against a power supply. See Appendix B for a discussion of the calibration procedures. 

A commercial IV tracer was used to determine the maximum power point of the PV array 

at several points throughout the day. The Daystar DS-100C IV tracer sweeps through the IV 

curve of a PV array in a few seconds, providing a snapshot of the array performance at the time of 

measurement. The IV curve can then be used to determine the maximum power point of the PV 

array at that time. Results from the IV tracer were then used to compare the variation of the 

PV/TEM operating point to the maximum power point of the PV array. 
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Figure 50- PV Array used to power TEM calorimeter. Pictured on the right is the Daystar IV 
tracer used to characterize the panels. The array is pictured on the right with the pyranometer 
measuring plane-of-array irradiance. 

 

5.2.5 Assumptions 

Several key assumptions were made while undertaking the experimental components of 

this work. Measurements with the aluminum block apparatus were assumed to be taken during 

steady state conditions. The time constant for the apparatus was estimated by measuring the 

decay of the block temperature when the TEM heating the block was suddenly turned off. All 

measurements were recorded after at least five time constants to ensure the system had reached 

steady state. Recorded temperatures were also plotted with time during testing to allow for a 

visual confirmation that steady state had been reached. 

The thermal resistance of the aluminum block was modeled assuming 1-Dimensional 

heat transfer. As the heat flux from the TEM is assumed to be uniform, and heat losses to the 

environment are minimal, the 2D temperature gradient in the aluminum block should contribute 

minimal error to the measurements. 
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Measurements taken with the TEM calorimeter were assumed to occur under steady-state 

conditions and flow through the heat exchangers was assumed to be fully developed. Temperature 

wells were placed into the direction of the flow, near the inlets and outlets of the calorimeter. 

Calorimeter measurements were taken with a 50%/50% mixture of water and glycol as the 

working fluid. Under the range of temperatures investigated, the temperature coefficients of the 

specific heat and density of the working fluid were assumed to have a negligible effect. The 

product of density and specific heat of the working fluid was calculated to vary less than 0.6% 

between -10°C to 65°C [39]. 

5.2.6 Uncertainty 

An error analysis was performed to assess the validity of the results calculated from the 

experimental data. Error propagation methods followed those recommended by Tritt [40]. 

Detailed calculations of the error analysis are included in Appendix B. Thermocouples in the 

aluminum block apparatus were carefully calibrated to reduce differential error to the order of 

1/1000th of a degree. Major sources of error for the aluminum block apparatus included any non-

uniformity in the block insulation, heat leakage from the hot side of the TEM to the cold side, and 

junction voltage at the leads.  

As the Seebeck Coefficient for a TEM module is on the order of 10-2 and the Seebeck 

Coefficient for a thermocouple junction in the operating range of the experiments is on the order 

of 10-4, any error introduced by the leads is considered negligible. Error propagation was 

performed for individual measurements of S, R, and K taken over a range of mean TEM 

temperatures. As uncertainty in the calculated parameters varied with mean temperature, a 

weighted linear regression was used to determine a best fit for the temperature dependent 

functions S(Tm), R(Tm), and K(Tm). These temperature dependent parameters were then used to 
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determine Z(Tm), also using a weighted linear regression. Error propagation for the calculation of 

the TEM electrical resistance was found to be approximately 1.5%. Uncertainty in the TEM 

Seebeck coefficient varied from 3-9%, with higher uncertainty corresponding to data points at 

lower voltages. Error propagation for the calculation of the Thermoelectric Module Thermal 

Conductance was found to be approximately 1%. Results of the weighted linear regressions for 

S(Tm), R(Tm), K(Tm), and Z(Tm) are provided below in Table 1.  

Table 1-Results of weighted linear regressions for S(Tm), R(Tm), K(Tm), and Z(Tm). 

XLT TEM Module 
  m σ m b σ  b 
S 0.00020 0.00001 0.0627 0.0004 
R 0.0098 0.0001 1.260 0.003 
K 0.01160 0.00003 1.4130 0.0008 
Z -1.32x10-5  0.06x10-5  2.10x10-3  0.02x10-3 

RC TEM Module 
  m σ m b σ  b 
S 0.00020 0.00001 0.0447 0.0003 
R 0.01720 0.00009 1.389 0.003 
K 0.00890 0.00001 0.5050 0.0003 
Z -2.54x10-5  0.07x10-5  2.60x10-3  0.02x10-3 

 

Determination of the temperature coefficient for KTEM did not agree with the method 

proposed by Tsai and Lin [33]. As the temperature coefficient for KTEM is expected to be on the 

order of 10-3 W/K for the XLT module and 10-4 for the RC module, it is possible that temperature 

coefficients of the thermal grease, thermocouple epoxy, and the module leads were sufficient to 

present a systematic error greater than the measured quantity.  

Percent error for the COPH using the TEM calorimeter was found to range from 5%-10% 

for typical operating conditions. This error would increase during periods with low temperature 

differences across the heat exchangers and when differences between ΔTH and ΔTC became small. 
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During early morning and late afternoon of a typical sunny day, errors for the PV/TEM 

experiment could therefore increase to as high as 100%. 
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Chapter 6 

Results and Analysis 

6.1 Introduction 

The following sections present experimental results from the thermoelectric 

characterization apparatus and the thermoelectric heat pump calorimeter. These results were used 

to develop and validate a component model of a thermoelectric heat pump in the TRNSYS 

simulation environment. The component model was used to investigate potential solar assisted 

heat pump systems and identify key performance parameters for further studies. The results from 

these simulations are also provided in this Chapter. 

6.2 TEM Parameters 

The thermoelectric characterization apparatus was used to determine the Seebeck 

Coefficient, electrical resistance, and thermal resistance of two commercially available TEM 

modules. Measurements were recorded at various mean TEM temperatures to determine the 

temperature dependence of the parameters. Manufacturers’ specifications in combination with the 

method proposed by Tsai and Lin [33] were used to calculate expected values. 

 

6.2.1 XLT2393 and RC18 

Expected values were calculated using the method outlined in section 3.2.1. using 

specifications provided by the manufacturer. The manufacturer provides specifications for two 

different hot face temperatures allowing for an approximation of the temperature dependence of 
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the parameters. The calculated parameter values are plotted below as well as the expected figure 

of merit in Figures 51-53. 

 
Figure 51- Manufacturer provided specifications at two different hot face temperatures were used 
to estimate parameters and temperature coefficients for the Marlow XLT TEM module using the 
Tsai and Lin method. 
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Figure 52- Manufacturer provided specifications at two different hot face temperatures were used 
to estimate parameters and temperature coefficients for the Marlow RC TEM module using the 
Tsai and Lin method. 

 
Figure 53- Manufacturer provided specifications at two different hot face temperatures were used 
to estimate Figure of Merit (Z) and temperature coefficients for the Marlow XLT and RC TEM 
modules using the Tsai and Lin method. 
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From these estimated parameters it appears that the XLT module has a stronger 

temperature dependence between ~ -5-15°C than the RC module which has a shallower, and also 

negative temperature dependence in this region. The RC module also has a significantly higher 

figure of merit which will result in higher coefficients of performance. Assuming a linear trend 

continues, the XLT module will exceed the RC module’s Figure of Merit at a mean TEM 

temperature of 87°C. 

Parameters were measured following the procedures outlined in Chapter 5. The 

Thermoelectric Module Seebeck Coefficient, Ohmic Resistance, and Thermoelectric Module 

Thermal Conductance as a function of mean temperature are plotted for the XLT and RC 

thermoelectric modules below. Temperature dependence appears to be linear over the measured 

range as expected. 

 

 
Figure 54-XLT2393 Module Seebeck Coefficient as a function of mean TEM temperature. 
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Figure 55-XLT2393 Module Ohmic Resistance as a function of mean TEM temperature. 

 
Figure 56-XLT2393 Thermoelectric Module Thermal Conductance as a function of mean TEM 
temperature. 
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Figure 57-RC12-8 Module Seebeck Coefficient as a function of mean TEM temperature. 

 
Figure 58-RC12-8 Module Ohmic Resistance as a function of mean TEM temperature. 
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Figure 59-RC12-8 Thermoelectric Module Thermal Conductance as a function of mean TEM 
temperature. 

TEM parameters calculated using the method by Tsai and Lin are tabulated along with 

parameters using the empirical regressions in Table 2 below. Estimated error is also provided for 

the values calculated using empirical data. From the table, it appears that the method proposed by 

Tsai and Lin does not agree with the measured data. Further discussion of these results is 

provided in Chapter 7. 
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Table 2- Comparison of TEM parameters calculated using the Tsai and Lin method and values 
determined using empirical regressions. 

  

XLT 

TM K (W/K) σ K S (V/K) σ S R (Ω) σ R Z σ Z 

Tsai and Lin 
-2 1.9941 

  
0.0713 

  
1.288 

  
0.00198 

  
16.5 1.8644 0.0734 1.412 0.00204 

Measured 
-2 1.3898 0.0008 0.0623 0.0004 1.240 0.003 0.00225 0.00003 

16.5 1.6044 0.0009 0.0661 0.0004 1.421 0.003 0.00191 0.00003 

  RC 

Tsai and Lin 
-2 0.6428 

  
0.0490 

  
1.549 

  
0.00241 

  
16.5 0.6321 0.0508 1.708 0.00239 

Measured 
-2 0.4872 0.0003 0.0443 0.0003 1.355 0.003 0.00297 0.00004 

16.5 0.6519 0.0004 0.0481 0.0003 1.673 0.003 0.00236 0.00003 

 

6.3 Validation of TEM Component Model 

The thermoelectric characterization apparatus was also used to measure the coefficient of 

performance of the RC and XLT modules. Measurements were taken for varying temperature 

gradients across the modules. Results for the RC and XLT modules are plotted in Figure 60 and 

Figure 61 respectively. In both cases the Tsai and Lin model over predicted performance. 

Coefficient of Performance data was also collected for the XLT module with a fixed hot-face 

temperature and is plotted in Figure 62. This provided an opportunity to compare results directly 

with manufacturers’ specifications. Manufacturer supplied data over predicted performance when 

compared to measured results, especially at higher currents. Limited tests were performed in this 

fashion, as the apparatus did not include mechanisms to control the hot face temperature. The 

system inputs therefore had to be manually adjusted for each data point until the desired hot face 

temperature and temperature gradient were achieved. This proved to be an impractical method, as 

the time constant of the system did not facilitate a “guess and check” tuning process. Measured 
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heat pump performance was compared to the values calculated using the Tsai and Lin method 

utilized in the TEM component model. 

 

Figure 60- RC12-8 Coefficient of Performance as a function of TEM temperature gradient. 
Values calculated using the method proposed by Tsai and Lin are also plotted for comparison. 

 
 

Figure 61-XLT2393 Coefficient of Performance as a function of TEM temperature gradient. 
Values calculated using the method proposed by Tsai and Lin are also plotted for comparison. 
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Figure 62- XLT2393 Coefficient of Performance as a function of TEM temperature gradient. Hot 
face temperature fixed at 50C. Values calculated using the method proposed by Tsai and Lin are 
also plotted for comparison. 

 

Coefficient of performance measurement error was estimated to vary from 1-3% using 

the thermoelectric characterization apparatus, while values determined using the Tsai and Lin 

method overpredicted COP results by ~16% for the RC module, and ~20% for the XLT module.  

 

6.4 Validation of TEM PV Model 

The TEM calorimeter apparatus was connected to a solar array to measure the TEM heat 

pump performance; simultaneous measurements of the PV collector performance were also taken. 

Data was recorded from September 16, 2012 – September 18, 2012 with two days of clear sky 

solar irradiance, and a final day of partially cloudy conditions. Four Melcor CP2-63-06L TEM 

modules were wired in series and powered by a solar array comprised of two parallel PhotoWatt 

PV panels with a nameplate capacity of 75W each. The system was also modeled in TRNSYS 

using the Tsai and Lin method to approximate the thermoelectric performance. 
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6.4.1 PV Driven TEM Results 

The performance a small TEM heat pump driven with a photovoltaic array was recorded 

for three days. Plane of array irradiance was measured using a calibrated Eppley pyranometer, 

and temperature was recorded at a nearby weather station on Queen’s University Campus. The 

array output voltage and current, the TEM calorimeter hot side and cold side plate temperatures, 

and the heat exchanger input and output temperatures were recorded using Labview and a 

National Instruments DAQ. Results of the experiment are plotted in the following figures. 

 

Figure 63- Measured and simulated heat pump COP for PV driven Melcor CP2-63-06L using the 
TEM calorimeter apparatus. Data was recorded between 6AM and 7PM daily.  

 

Periods shortly after sunrise and shortly before sundown result in extremely noisy COP 

readings as the low array power cannot sustain a sufficient temperature drop across the heat 

exchangers. COP values plotted in Figure 63 are therefore limited to a range from 1.7-4.0 for 
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clarity. Partially cloudy, and low irradiance conditions on September 18th, resulted in higher 

COPs. Therefore results recorded on September 18th are also plotted separately in Figure 64 with 

a higher COP range on the ordinate. 

 

Figure 64- Measured and simulated heat pump COP for PV driven Melcor CP2-63-06L using the 
TEM calorimeter apparatus on September 18th, during partially cloudy and low irradiance 
conditions. 

 

Error propagation was performed to estimate the uncertainty of the TEM calorimeter 

COP readings. Error bars are plotted in Figure 65 for COP data on September 16th. Heat pump 

COP simulation results from TRNSYS under predict the performance of the TEM modules. 
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Figure 65- Measured and simulated heat pump COP for PV driven Melcor CP2-63-06L using the 
TEM calorimeter apparatus on September 16th with error bars. 

 

The photovoltaic array efficiency can be calculated as the ratio of the array output power 

over the solar radiation incident on the panels. Efficiency was calculated using the total collector 

area of 0.66m2. PV efficiency in a direct-coupled TEM heat pump application is dominated by the 

cell temperature, and the proximity of the operating voltage to the maximum power point voltage. 

Measured and simulated PV efficiency is plotted in Figure 66 below. 
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Figure 66- Efficiency of the PV array utilized to power the TEM heat pump on September 17th.  

 
Figure 67- Simulated PV array max power point for September 17th. The mismatch between 
optimal PV voltage and actual system voltage is most notable at peak irradiance. 
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From Figure 66 and Figure 67 it was observed that the utilization of the PV array 

decreases with insolation. This trend is driven by the PV array voltage and current, and the TEM 

hot and cold face temperatures. These parameters are plotted below from September 16-18, as 

measured experimentally and as simulated with TRNSYS. 

 

Figure 68- PV Array Current and Voltage measured from Sept 16-18, as well as simulated results 
from the TRNSYS model. Simulated voltage and current are consistently lower than measured 
results during clear sky days, however during the cloudy day results are in good agreement. Data 
was recorded between 6AM and 7PM daily. 
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Figure 69-TEM hot and cold side temperatures measured from Sept 16-18, as well as simulated 
results from the TRNSYS model. The simulated temperature gradient between the hot and cold 
sides is consistently higher than the measured gradient on sunny days, and to a lesser extent on 
cloudy days. Data was recorded between 6AM and 7PM daily. 

 

Several factors appear to influence the discrepancies between measured and modeled 

values. The limitations of the Tsai and Lin method are likely the most significant cause of the 

observed differences. Further discussion of these results is presented in Chapter 7.  
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performed for a 144 hour period, with the chosen design day as the final 24 hours of the 

simulation. This was done to ensure the system had reached a pseudo-steady state, and mitigate 

simulation start up effects. 

Results for the ISAHP, Solar Side SAHP, and PV ISAHP on a clear sky day are plotted 

in Figure 70, Figure 71, and Figure 72 respectively. Each configuration is successful in collecting 

solar energy throughout the majority of the period when solar radiation is available. The impact 

of water draws on the system operation do not appear significant. The TEM heat pump 

performance in the Solar Side configuration appears to be negatively impacted at peak irradiance. 

This result corresponds to an increased temperature rise across the collectors and therefore the 

heat pump. In contrast, heating provided by the ISAHP heat pump increases with irradiance, 

despite the work required decreasing. The TEM heat pump COP therefore increases with 

irradiance during a clear sky day. As the power supplied to the heat pump in the PV ISAHP levels 

off for most of the day, despite the varying irradiance, it appears the PV array is not operating at 

the maximum power point for much of the peak irradiance period. 
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Figure 70- Clear sky design day results for the ISAHP system configuration using 48 RC TEM 
modules. The system operates for a significant portion of the day. Work input to the heat pump 
drops at mid-day. 

 
Figure 71- Clear sky design day results for the Solar Side SAHP system configuration using 16 
RC TEM modules. The system operates for the vast majority of the day. TEM heating sags 
significantly at peak irradiance. 
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Figure 72-Clear sky design day results for the PV ISAHP system configuration using 24 RC TEM 
modules and 2 Hanwha 280W PV modules. The system operates for the majority of the day. 
Input power to the heat pump supplied by the PV array remains relatively constant throughout the 
day. 

 

Cloudy day results are plotted for the ISAHP, Solar Side SAHP, and PV ISAHP in Figure 

73, Figure 74, and Figure 75 respectively. The Solar Side SAHP is able to operate for the longest 

period of the day although the system turns off earlier than the ISAHP suggesting improvements 

to the control system can be made. The PV ISAHP is the least capable of capturing available solar 

radiation as the PV array is unable to deliver sufficient power to the heat pump at low irradiance 

levels. 
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Figure 73- Cloudy design day results for the ISAHP system configuration using 48 RC TEM 
modules. Once sufficient radiation is available for system start-up, the ISAHP operates for the 
remainder of the day. 
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Figure 74- Cloudy design day results for the Solar Side SAHP system configuration using 16 RC 
TEM modules. The system is able to collect energy under low irradiance conditions 

 
Figure 75- Cloudy design day results for the PV ISAHP system configuration using 24 RC TEM 
modules, and 2 Hanwha 280W PV modules. The system is only operational for approximately 4 
hours. 
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Simulations were also performed for a partly cloudy day. Results are plotted in Figure 76, 

Figure 77, and Figure 78 for the ISAHP, Solar Side SAHP, and PV ISAHP respectively. All three 

configurations were able to operate throughout the majority of the day without controller 

oscillations. The ISAHP system appeared to provide substantially more heat to the thermal 

storage tank than the other two configurations. The array power for the PV ISAHP levels out on 

the partly cloudy day similarly to the clear sky day, again suggesting MPP Fraction losses are 

present. 

 

Figure 76- Partly cloudy design day results for the ISAHP system configuration using 48 RC 
TEM modules. Heating from the TEM heat pump tracks closely with solar irradiance. 
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Figure 77- Partly cloudy design day results for the Solar Side SAHP system configuration using 
16 RC TEM modules. Heat pump output appears relatively steady throughout the period of 
operation. 

 
Figure 78- Partly cloudy design day results for the PV ISAHP system configuration using 24 RC 
TEM modules, and 2 Hanwha 280W PV modules. As with clear sky conditions, the PV array 
power levels out before peak irradiance. 
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Overall performance indices for each system are tabulated in Table 3 below. As the 

evaluation period was over a single day, performance indices were corrected to account for any 

change in internal energy of the storage tank. 

Table 3- Design Day simulation results for the three studied system configurations. 

System 
Thermal Collector 

Area (m2) 
PV 

Mods 
Clear Sky Day 

FER Tot COP Tot n tot 
ISAHP 3 0 1.16 3.88 0.50 

Solar Side 3 0 1.11 2.48 0.47 
PV ISAHP 2 2 1.11 3.18 0.50 

System 
Thermal Collector 

Area (m2) 
PV 

Mods 
Cloudy Day 

FER Tot COP Tot n tot 
ISAHP 3 0 0.23 2.11 0.31 

Solar Side 3 0 0.24 3.79 0.33 
PV ISAHP 2 2 0.20 3.12 0.29 

System 
Thermal Collector 

Area (m2) 
PV 

Mods 
Partly Cloudy Day 

FER Tot COP Tot n tot 
ISAHP 3 0 0.55 2.32 0.34 

Solar Side 3 0 0.60 3.38 0.36 
PV ISAHP 2 2 0.74 2.66 0.43 

 

From Table 3 the ISAHP configuration performed best during clear sky conditions. The 

Solar Side SAHP was marginally better during cloudy days, and the PV ISAHP significantly 

outperformed the other two configurations in partly cloudy conditions. With the largest heat 

pump capacity, the ISAHP was able to transfer the most available solar energy on clear sky days 

while keeping collector efficiency high. The Solar Side SAHP was able to operate under very low 

irradiance conditions, providing an advantage over the other two configurations on cloudy days. 

Despite a smaller thermal collector area, the availability of “free” electricity to drive the heat 

pump on partly cloudy days provided the PV ISAHP with a strong advantage on partly cloudy 

days. 
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6.6 Annual Simulations 

Simulations were run to determine the annual performance of the TEM driven SAHP 

configurations. Results from these simulations are plotted in Figures 79-81. The system 

parameters were held constant where appropriate to provide a balanced evaluation of the 

strengths of each configuration. Differences between parameters related to the unique 

requirements of each system. The Solar Side SAHP only employed 16 thermoelectric modules, as 

the heat pump in this configuration was intended as a supplementary unit, and furthermore larger 

capacities introduced significant control oscillation challenges. The PV ISAHP had only 2m2 of 

thermal area, as this system also included a 2 module PV array. Each system employed different 

control strategies which were tuned to best suit each configuration. 

 

Figure 79- Free Energy Ratio throughout the year for the ISAHP, Solar Side SAHP, and PV 
ISAHP. Maximum FER is provided by the PV ISAHP for most of the year. 
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Figure 80- Solar Thermal Collector Efficiency throughout the year for the ISAHP, Solar Side 
SAHP, and PV ISAHP. The PV ISAHP configuration has the highest efficiency during summer 
months. The ISAHP configuration has the highest efficiency during winter months. 

 

Figure 81- Heat pump COP throughout the year for the ISAHP, Solar Side SAHP, and PV 
ISAHP. The Solar Side SAHP configuration has the highest COP for most of the year. 
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From Figure 79 to Figure 81 it is evident each configuration offers unique advantages. 

The ISAHP system provides the highest collector efficiencies during the winter months, and the 

best FER from October to December. The Solar Side SAHP has the highest heat pump COP for 

much of the year, but the collector efficiency for the system compares poorly against the other 

configurations. Controller oscillations may be contributing to the reduced collector efficiency for 

the Solar Side SAHP. The PV ISAHP provides a boost in FER for much of the year and the 

highest summer collector efficiency. However, in the winter months the PV ISAHP performed 

similarly to the ISAHP. These results are discussed in further detail in Chapter 7 and are 

summarized in Table 4 below. 

 

Table 4- Summary of annual simulation results for the three studied TEM SAHP configurations, 
the vapour compression ISAHPs studied by Freeman, and a base SDHW system. 

System 
TA 

(m2) 
PV 

Mods 
Annual Results 

FER COP η 
ISAHP 3 0 0.46 2.58 0.36 

Solar Side 3 0 0.45 3.10 0.35 

PV ISAHP 2 2 0.50 2.70 0.38 

VC ISAHP (3) 3 0 0.54 N/A 0.76 
VC ISAHP (6) 6 0 0.58 N/A 0.46 
Base SDHW 3 0 0.43 N/A 0.34 
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Chapter 7 

Discussion of Results 

7.1 Introduction 

In this chapter, the experimental results for the TEM model and simulation results for the 

TEM SAHP configurations presented in Chapter 6 are discussed. Several methods to evaluate 

these systems against a traditional SDHW unit are also presented. 

7.2 TEM Component Model 

The development of the TEM component model was described in Chapter 3, and 

integrated a simple method as proposed by Tsai and Lin [33] to estimate TEM parameters from 

specifications normally provided by manufacturers. Results from Chapter 6 illustrated that this 

model did not agree with results determined through experimentation. 

Simulations were therefore performed using an alternate option in the TEM component 

model, where TEM parameters including temperature dependencies could be input directly. At 

present, the sensitivity of TEM performance to the temperature coefficients of S, R, and K, as 

well as to the UA values for the hot and cold face heat exchangers suggest that a model based on 

manufacturers data will be limited in its utility. It is possible that the accuracy of manufactures’ 

specifications, in combination with the variability in product performance from batch to batch 

further constrain the utility of such a model. For more detailed simulations, the TEM heat pump 

under study should therefore be characterized empirically. 

7.3 Coefficient of Performance 

Critical to the success of a TEM driven solar assisted heat pump is the average COP of 

the thermoelectric modules under the required operating conditions. A standard SDHW can 
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convert freely available solar radiation into useful energy with very minimal energy inputs. A 

SAHP design must therefore provide sufficient benefits to improve the performance of a SDHW 

system to justify the additional costs and complexity. Simulated average monthly COP values for 

the TEM driven SAHP configurations ranged from 1.7-3.2, with the best results found in the 

Solar Side configuration. 

For comparison, a vapour-compression driven ISAHP studied experimentally by 

Bridgeman [12] was able to provide a COP of 2.3-3.3 over a wide range of operating conditions. 

Unlike vapour-compression systems, a TEM driven SAHP does not require refrigerants, does not 

introduce additional moving parts, and provides a completely variable heat pumping capacity. 

However, the gap in performance suggests further improvements in TEM technology are required 

before a competitive and cost effective alternative to SDHW and VC driven SAHPs can be 

realized. With two-fold improvements in ZT in the past 15 years [41] as well as reductions in cost 

[21] it is possible a TEM SAHP could be competitive with a vapour-compression system within 

another decade. A potential method to determine a threshold for a practical TEM SAHP is 

provided in the following section. 

7.3.1 Limitations of ISAHP 

An indirect solar assisted heat pump can only provide domestic hot water through 

operation of the heat pump. The advantage of a solar system over electric heating, is the ability to 

provide a useful service with free and non-polluting fuel. Therefore as solar heat pump designers, 

the goal should be to increase a system’s solar fraction as much as possible. Using target solar 

fractions as a design goal can provide clear indications of the minimum heat pump performance 

thresholds needed to achieve a successful ISAHP system. 
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For example, if a designer wishes to achieve a solar fraction of 60%, the heat pump must 

be able to provide at minimum a COP of 2.50. 

𝑆𝐹 =
𝑄𝑠𝑜𝑙
𝑄𝐻

=
𝑄𝑐

𝑄𝑐 + 𝑄𝑖𝑛
= 0.6 (41)  

𝑄𝑐 = 1.50𝑄𝑖𝑛 (42)  

𝐶𝑂𝑃 =
𝑄𝑐 + 𝑄𝑖𝑛
𝑄𝑖𝑛

=  
1.50 + 1

1
= 2.50 (43)  

 

An important assumption in this analysis is that the heat pump can always operate when 

heat is required to be delivered to the load. In practice, this requires a heat pump that can sustain 

reasonable performance even during adverse environmental conditions. For the TEM systems 

studied, use of the storage tank auxiliary heater was required at times to provide heat to the load. 

In such a case, an “effective COP” would require Qin to include the auxiliary heater inputs as 

well. For example for the ISAHP system studied, the annual TEM heat pump COP was 2.58, 

however the COPeff = 1.38 when tank auxiliary heating is considered. This analysis provides a 

benchmark for where TEM technology needs to be developed before an attractive TEM driven 

ISAHP can be realized. 

7.4 UA Values 

Heat pump performance is fundamentally limited by the Carnot COP. Optimal SAHP 

system design requires a balance between reducing the temperature lift required of the heat pump, 

while concurrently providing sufficiently high-grade heat to the load. At present thermoelectric 

technologies have lower performance for a given temperature rise then conventional VC heat 

pumps. As materials science continues to improve at an amazing rate, there is potential for an 

improvement of the thermoelectric figure-of-merit at near room temperature operating conditions. 
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To compete with VC driven ISAHP systems such as those studied by Bridgeman [12] 

COPs of approximately 3 must be reached with temperature lifts of 30-35°C. In addition to 

material properties, current thermoelectric modules require expensive and elaborate heat 

exchanger designs to provide sufficient UA values for reasonable performance. 

Results from Chapter 4 indicate that UA values per module below 1.4W/K began to 

impact TEM performance substantially. A significant contribution to this sensitivity is the high 

heat flux provided by typical thermoelectric modules. Commercial TEMs are designed primarily 

for highly localized cooling of electronic equipment. Design constraints are focused around 

maximizing Qc in a small area. Minimizing the hot face temperature with heat sinks or other 

mechanisms is motivated by the ability to maintain a sufficient cold face temperature at high heat 

flux. The COP of the thermoelectric is typically irrelevant to the design process, and is used more 

as a simple indicator of the TEM’s ability to maintain a temperature drop at a given heat flux. For 

example the XLT2393 module can maintain a 10 degree temperature difference while absorbing 

135W of heat and rejecting almost 340W. With a surface area of only 0.0016m2, the TEM is 

therefore able to provide a heat flux at the hot face of 212kW/m2. In less extreme cases, for 

example an RC12-8 module with a 30°C temperature rise and operating with a COP of 2.51, heat 

flux at the hot face is still an impressive 28kW/m2. 

7.5 Free Energy Ratio 

Traditional SDHW systems are characterized by a sharp increase in FER with increased 

thermal area, which begins to asymptotically level out, typically somewhere near an FER of 0.5-

0.6. This limit can be shifted with increased thermal storage. Results of the TRNSYS simulations 

provide an interesting picture of the added complexity introduced with the use of a TEM SAHP. 
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Increased TEM capacity can be realized by increasing current to the modules. For an 

ISAHP configuration a minimum threshold is required to ensure heat from the solar thermal panel 

is effectively delivered to the thermal storage tank. As capacity is increased further however, heat 

pump COP reduces and the energy required moving heat from the collector to the tank becomes 

too costly, reducing overall FER. Simulated annual average Free Energy Ratios of 0.46 and 0.45 

were determined for the ISAHP and Solar Side SAHP configurations respectively. These results 

do not compare favorably with the VC driven systems studied by Freeman which for a 3m2 solar 

thermal collector area produced an FER of 0.54 and with 6m2 produced an FER of 0.58. Even 

after introducing corrections derived through experimental results, Bridgeman simulated a 6m2 

VC driven ISAHP with an annual FER of 0.56. 

7.6 Collector Efficiency 

Each SAHP system studied was able to provide improved annual collector efficiencies 

over a traditional SDHW. The ISAHP and Solar Side SAHP configurations achieved similar 

collector efficiencies of 36% and 35% respectively. The PV ISAHP had the greatest solar 

collector efficiency of the systems studied at 38%. While providing an improvement over the 

34% efficiency achieved by a traditional SDHW, gains were limited by the relatively low COP of 

the TEM modules. Annual collector efficiencies for a VC driven ISAHP studied by Freeman 

exceeded 75%. This substantial improvement was possible as the heat pump was able to maintain 

collector temperatures below ambient, while still delivering heat to the load with a satisfactory 

COP. With a VC heat pump able to maintain higher temperature lifts from the heat source, 

Freeman was also able to use unglazed collectors further improving the collector performance. To 

fully capture the advantages of an ISAHP configuration, a TEM heat pump will need to be able to 
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deliver a high enough temperature lift to bring the collector temperature to near ambient while 

maintaining an acceptable COP. 

7.7 Experimental PV driven TEM Results 

The TRNSYS model using the Tsai and Lin method under predicted the thermoelectric 

heat pump COP. Simulation results did however fall within the measurement error of the 

measured data. Current and voltage were also under predicted by the simulation during clear sky 

days. 

Several factors likely influenced the discrepancy between measured and simulated heat 

pump COP. The Tsai and Lin method of estimating TEM parameters was shown not to be in 

agreement with measured results in Chapter 6. In addition, limitations on the accuracy of the PV 

array model and assumptions about the heat exchanger UA values likely led to the biased results. 

The closely coupled relationship between the PV array and the TEM heat pump obscure the main 

source of error. However, if the discrepancy between the measured and simulated current and 

voltage was exclusively a function of the TEM model, the simulation would not have under-

predicted both. Variance in the impedance of the heat pump as a result of error in the TEM 

component model alone should result in a shift along the array’s IV curve. Such a shift would 

therefore cause either an overestimate of current and an underestimate of voltage, or it would 

cause the reverse. Finally, as the heat exchanger was not empirically characterized, uncertainty in 

the UA values on the hot and cold side of the TEM heat exchanger may have also contributed to 

the difference between the simulation results and the measured results.  

The simulation appeared to agree much better with measured results while the system 

was experiencing cloudy conditions. This discrepancy would suggest that the model diverges 

from the measured results at higher operating currents. It is likely that the inability of the Tsai and 
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Lin method to account for the temperature dependent parameters governing the thermoelectric 

modules had a stronger effect at high currents and higher average TEM temperatures. These 

discrepancies would then be amplified by the uncertainty in the heat exchanger thermal 

conductance and the interaction of the TEM heat pump and PV array. 
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Chapter 8 

Conclusions and Recommendations for Future Work 

TRNSYS simulations were performed to compare the performance of three different 

thermoelectric driven solar assisted heat pumps against traditional solar domestic hot water 

heating systems, as well as previously studied vapour-compression SAHPs. An integral part of 

these simulations was the development of a thermoelectric heat pump component model. Through 

experimentation, it was determined that a simplified model using the Tsai and Lin method was 

not adequate to characterize the TEM performance over a wide range of operating conditions. As 

a result, it is recommended that empirical data be used to determine the governing parameters of a 

TEM module which can then be integrated into the component model. 

Parametric studies of the ISAHP configuration suggested optimal system performance 

was achieved at relatively low TEM currents. These results demonstrated that decreased TEM 

performance due to increased joule heating, and increased temperature gradient across the 

modules quickly surpassed collector efficiency gains due to reduced collector temperatures. 

Future studies should investigate the possibility of incorporating thermoelectric technologies 

optimized for lower heat fluxes. Such a thermoelectric technology would facilitate the design of 

effective heat exchangers and would ensure the TEM was not over-sized for the application. 

The thermal systems investigated in this study were operated by fluids driven by forced 

convection. Numerous studies published by the Queen’s Solar Calorimetry Lab have 

demonstrated that performance improvements can be achieved through the use of Natural 

Convection Heat Exchangers (NCHE). The performance impact of integrating a NCHE with a 

TEM driven SAHP is not immediately clear and deserves further study. Although the extreme 
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sensitivity of the TEM heat pump to heat exchanger UA values would suggest lower flow rates 

typical of natural convection systems would reduce system performance, the benefits of thermal 

stratification in the storage tank may overcome this effect. 

While the Solar Side SAHP was able to deliver a similar FER and a higher COP when 

compared to the ISAHP, the heat pump capacity was limited. In effect, the Solar Side SAHP 

provides a supplementary boost to a traditional SDHW system. Control stability was difficult to 

achieve with the Solar Side SAHP. Investigating PID controllers as used by Sterling [18] could 

provide the necessary stability and facilitate larger heat pump capacities. Currently, this level of 

control is uncommon in SDHW systems and determining a cost-effective method of 

implementing PID control will be critical. At higher heat pump capacities, it is also expected that 

the additional effectiveness lost through the external heat exchanger will reduce the performance 

of the TEM heat pump. 

Simulated and experimental results demonstrated that a directly coupled PV/TEM heat 

pump could successfully operate with reasonable maximum power point utilization of the solar 

array and a heat pump COP of approximately 2.7. There are several areas that require further 

investigation to determine the feasibility of a PV driven SAHP. The cost-benefit of an MPPT 

interface between the PV array and the TEM heat pump should be performed. Results from the 

study suggest that even with careful matching of component electrical characteristics, MPP losses 

can exceed 30% and can also occur at peak solar irradiance. 

Photovoltaic module performance drops more substantially than solar thermal modules 

under diffuse sky conditions. An investigation into the impact the beam and diffuse components 

have on a PV SAHP system will provide further insight into the performance of such a 

configuration.  
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To reduce balance of systems costs and leverage available roof real estate, a future goal 

of a PV SAHP would be the utilization of combined PV/T collectors. Investigating the available 

ratio of PV and thermal power in a PV/T module will be important to identifying the optimal 

configuration of such a system. As prices for PV modules continue to decrease, the possibility of 

leveraging PV generated electricity with a heat pump becomes increasingly attractive. However, 

further consideration of the combined effectiveness of a PV/heat pump system is needed to make 

strong conclusions about the exergetic performance when compared to a traditional SDHW. A 2nd 

law analysis of a PV/T SAHP should be considered. With commercial PV panels reaching 

efficiencies of 16% under normal operating conditions, a heat pump COP of 2-3 could provide a 

viable alternative to traditional SDHW systems. 
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Appendix A 

Aluminum Block Thermocouple Calibration 

Three thermocouples were used to determine the heat flux across the aluminum block as 

well as the temperature difference across the thermoelectric module. Following accepted practice 

thermocouples were chosen from the same production roll and the gauge was chosen to be as fine 

as possible. To improve measurement accuracy, the thermocouples were then calibrated using a 

well mixed, calibrated temperature bath. 

Thermocouple temperatures were recorded for bath temperatures ranging from 5-45°C in 

5°C increments during steady state operation for 5 minutes. Linear regressions were then 

performed to determine the relationship between each thermocouple reading and the bath 

temperature. As the experimental results were a function of temperature differences between the 

three thermocouples, an uncertainty analysis was then performed to determine the differential 

measurement error between each thermocouple. Calibrated differential measurement error was 

found to be on the order of 1/1000th of a degree. It was therefore determined that differential 

thermocouple error did not significantly contribute to the overall uncertainty of the experiment. 
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Sample Uncertainty calculations for thermocouple calibration: 

A linear regression was performed in Excel to determine the relationship between the 

recorded thermocouple readings and the true bath temperature. Results for thermocouple A and B 

are presented below: 

𝑚𝐴 = 0.99841 ± 0.00003  

𝑏𝐴 = −0.4681 ± 0.0007  

𝑚𝐵 = 1.00139 ± 0.00003  

𝑏𝐵 = −0.5406 ± 0.0008  

𝐴𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑠 = 25.026 ± 0.001  

𝐵𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑠 = 43.858 ± 0.001  

𝑇𝐴 = 𝑚𝐴 ∙ 𝐴 + 𝑏𝐴  

𝜎𝑇𝐴 = �𝐴2 ∙ 𝜎𝑚𝐴
2 + 𝑚𝐴

2 ∙ 𝜎𝐴2 + 𝜎𝑏𝐴
2  

𝑇𝐴 = 24.521 ± 0.001  

𝑇𝐵 = 43.378 ± 0.002  
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𝜎(𝑇𝐵 − 𝑇𝐴) = �𝜎𝑇𝐴2 + 𝜎𝑇𝐵2  

𝑇𝐵 − 𝑇𝐴 = 18.857 ± 0.002  
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Appendix B 

PV Calorimetry Calibrations 

Current Shunts 

Initial experimental results from the PV driven TEM heat pump showed significant disagreement 

with the TRNSYS PV model. Further investigation showed that the low temperature coefficient 

shunts used to measure the PV array current had drifted from their factory calibration, therefore 

underestimating the PV array current. A Sorensen XFR 1200W Programmable DC Power Supply 

was used as a known current source to calibrate the shunts. Measurements were taken starting 

with max current running for 10 minutes to ensure the shunt was calibrated at operating 

temperature. Calibration results are plotted in below. 

 

Figure 82- Shunt calibrations for PV array calorimeter. 
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Voltage Divider 

As the PV array voltage exceeded the allowable input voltage of the data acquisition 

system, a voltage divider was constructed with high precision, low temperature coefficient 

resistors on a small circuit-board. A General Resistance Dial-A-Source DAS-47AL was used as a 

known voltage source for the calibrations. Each data point was taken as the average of 10 minutes 

of data taken at an interval of 1 recording per second. Each time the voltage source was adjusted, 

a minimum of 10 minutes was allowed for the equipment to reach steady state before the next 

data set was recorded. Results of the calibration are plotted below. 

 

Figure 83- Voltage Divider calibration results. The voltage divider was used to step-down the PV 
array voltage below the maximum input to the data acquisition system. 
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TEM Parameter Error Propagation 

𝑆 =
𝑉

∆𝑇𝑇𝐸𝑀
 (44)  

𝜎𝑉 =  �(𝑉𝑑𝑖𝑣)2𝜎𝑚𝑉
2 + (𝑚𝑉

2)𝜎𝑉𝑑𝑖𝑣
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Appendix C 

Sensitivity Simulation Additional Results 

ISAHP 

 
 

 

 

Figure 84- Performance indices plots for ISAHP configuration driven by XLT TEM modules. 
Results plotted for 3m2 collector area and varying system flow rates. 
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Figure 85- Performance indices plots for ISAHP configuration driven by RC TEM modules. 
Results plotted for 2m2 collector area and varying system flow rates. 
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Figure 86- Performance indices plots for ISAHP configuration driven by RC TEM modules. 
Results plotted for 3m2 collector area and varying system flow rates. 
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Figure 87- Performance indices plots for ISAHP configuration driven by RC TEM modules. 
Results plotted for 4m2 collector area and varying system flow rates. 
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PV ISAHP 

 

 

 
Figure 88-Performance indices plots for PV ISAHP configuration driven by RC TEM modules. 
Results plotted for 3m2 collector area and varying TEM modules per string. PV array size is 
varied with number of PV strings, with each string comprised of a single PV panel in series. 
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Figure 89- Performance indices plots for PV ISAHP configuration driven by RC TEM modules. 
Results plotted for 3m2 collector area and varying TEM modules per string. PV array size is 
varied with number of PV strings, with each string comprised of two PV panels in series. 
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Appendix D 

TEM Component Model Code 
   SUBROUTINE TYPE293 (TIME,XIN,OUT,T,DTDT,PAR,INFO,ICNTRL,*)  
C************************************************************************ 
C Object: Type293 
C Simulation Studio Model: Type293 
C  
C Author: Nate Preston 
C Editor:  
C Date:  May 22, 2012 last modified: May 22, 2012 
C  
C  
C ***  
C *** Model Parameters  
C ***  
C   Vmax - [-Inf;+Inf] 
C   Imax - [-Inf;+Inf] 
C   DTmax - [-Inf;+Inf] 
C   ThTest - [-Inf;+Inf] 
C   ParamData - [-Inf;+Inf] 
C   Sint - [-Inf;+Inf] 
C   Sslope - [-Inf;+Inf] 
C   Kint - [-Inf;+Inf] 
C   Kslope - [-Inf;+Inf] 
C   Rint - [-Inf;+Inf] 
C   Rslope - [-Inf;+Inf] 
C   ParamA - [-Inf;+Inf] 
C   ParamB - [-Inf;+Inf] 
 
C ***  
C *** Model Inputs  
C ***  
C   Current - [-Inf;+Inf] 
C   Th - [-Inf;+Inf] 
C   Tc - [-Inf;+Inf] 
C   controlsig - [-Inf;+Inf] 
C   InputA - [-Inf;+Inf] 
C   InputB - [-Inf;+Inf] 
 
C ***  
C *** Model Outputs  
C ***  
C   S - [-Inf;+Inf] 
C   K - [-Inf;+Inf] 
C   R - [-Inf;+Inf] 
C   Qc - [-Inf;+Inf] 
C   Qh - [-Inf;+Inf] 
C   Qin - [-Inf;+Inf] 
C   Item - [-Inf;+Inf] 
C   Vtem - [-Inf;+Inf] 
C   COP - [-Inf;+Inf] 
C   control - [-Inf;+Inf] 
C   outA - [-Inf;+Inf] 
C   outB - [-Inf;+Inf] 
 
C ***  
C *** Model Derivatives  
C ***  
 
C (Comments and routine interface generated by TRNSYS Studio) 
C************************************************************************ 
 
C    TRNSYS acess functions (allow to acess TIME etc.)  
      USE TrnsysConstants 
      USE TrnsysFunctions 
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C----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
C    REQUIRED BY THE MULTI-DLL VERSION OF TRNSYS 
      !DEC$ATTRIBUTES DLLEXPORT :: TYPE293    !SET THE CORRECT TYPE NUMBER HERE 
C----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
C----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
C    TRNSYS DECLARATIONS 
      IMPLICIT NONE   !REQUIRES THE USER TO DEFINE ALL VARIABLES BEFORE USING THEM 
 
 DOUBLE PRECISION XIN !THE ARRAY FROM WHICH THE INPUTS TO THIS TYPE WILL BE RETRIEVED 
 DOUBLE PRECISION OUT !THE ARRAY WHICH WILL BE USED TO STORE THE OUTPUTS FROM THIS TYPE 
 DOUBLE PRECISION TIME !THE CURRENT SIMULATION TIME - YOU MAY USE THIS VARIABLE BUT DO NOT SET 
IT! 
 DOUBLE PRECISION PAR !THE ARRAY FROM WHICH THE PARAMETERS FOR THIS TYPE WILL BE RETRIEVED 
 DOUBLE PRECISION STORED !THE STORAGE ARRAY FOR HOLDING VARIABLES FROM TIMESTEP TO TIMESTEP 
 DOUBLE PRECISION T  !AN ARRAY CONTAINING THE RESULTS FROM THE DIFFERENTIAL 
EQUATION SOLVER 
 DOUBLE PRECISION DTDT !AN ARRAY CONTAINING THE DERIVATIVES TO BE PASSED TO THE DIFF.EQ. SOLVER 
 INTEGER*4 INFO(15)  !THE INFO ARRAY STORES AND PASSES VALUABLE INFORMATION TO AND FROM 
THIS TYPE 
 INTEGER*4 NP,NI,NOUT,ND !VARIABLES FOR THE MAXIMUM NUMBER OF PARAMETERS,INPUTS,OUTPUTS AND 
DERIVATIVES 
 INTEGER*4 NPAR,NIN,NDER !VARIABLES FOR THE CORRECT NUMBER OF PARAMETERS,INPUTS,OUTPUTS AND 
DERIVATIVES 
 INTEGER*4 IUNIT,ITYPE !THE UNIT NUMBER AND TYPE NUMBER FOR THIS COMPONENT 
 INTEGER*4 ICNTRL  !AN ARRAY FOR HOLDING VALUES OF CONTROL FUNCTIONS WITH THE NEW SOLVER 
 INTEGER*4 NSTORED  !THE NUMBER OF VARIABLES THAT WILL BE PASSED INTO AND OUT OF STORAGE 
 CHARACTER*3 OCHECK  !AN ARRAY TO BE FILLED WITH THE CORRECT VARIABLE TYPES FOR THE 
OUTPUTS 
 CHARACTER*3 YCHECK  !AN ARRAY TO BE FILLED WITH THE CORRECT VARIABLE TYPES FOR THE 
INPUTS 
C----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
C----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
C    USER DECLARATIONS - SET THE MAXIMUM NUMBER OF PARAMETERS (NP), INPUTS (NI), 
C    OUTPUTS (NOUT), AND DERIVATIVES (ND) THAT MAY BE SUPPLIED FOR THIS TYPE 
      PARAMETER (NP=13,NI=6,NOUT=12,ND=0,NSTORED=3) 
C----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
C----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
C    REQUIRED TRNSYS DIMENSIONS 
      DIMENSION XIN(NI),OUT(NOUT),PAR(NP),YCHECK(NI),OCHECK(NOUT), 
 1   STORED(NSTORED),T(ND),DTDT(ND) 
      INTEGER NITEMS 
C----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
C----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
C    ADD DECLARATIONS AND DEFINITIONS FOR THE USER-VARIABLES HERE 
 
 
C    PARAMETERS 
      DOUBLE PRECISION Vmax 
      DOUBLE PRECISION Imax 
      DOUBLE PRECISION DTmax 
      DOUBLE PRECISION ThTest 
      DOUBLE PRECISION ParamData 
      DOUBLE PRECISION Sint 
      DOUBLE PRECISION Sslope 
      DOUBLE PRECISION Kint 
      DOUBLE PRECISION Kslope 
      DOUBLE PRECISION Rint 
      DOUBLE PRECISION Rslope 
      DOUBLE PRECISION ParamA 
      DOUBLE PRECISION ParamB 
 
C    INPUTS 
      DOUBLE PRECISION Current 
      DOUBLE PRECISION Th 
      DOUBLE PRECISION Tc 
      DOUBLE PRECISION controlsig 
      DOUBLE PRECISION InputA 
      DOUBLE PRECISION InputB 
 
C INTERNAL VARIABLES 
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 DOUBLE PRECISION Qcool 
 DOUBLE PRECISION Qheat 
 DOUBLE PRECISION Qinput 
 DOUBLE PRECISION COPerf 
 DOUBLE PRECISION DeltaT 
 DOUBLE PRECISION Ic 
 DOUBLE PRECISION Voltage 
 DOUBLE PRECISION Tmean 
 DOUBLE PRECISION ThK 
 DOUBLE PRECISION TcK 
 DOUBLE PRECISION Smod 
 DOUBLE PRECISION Kmod 
 DOUBLE PRECISION Rmod 
 DOUBLE PRECISION Sinitial 
 DOUBLE PRECISION Kinitial 
 DOUBLE PRECISION Rinitial 
 DOUBLE PRECISION Sstore 
 DOUBLE PRECISION Kstore 
 DOUBLE PRECISION Rstore 
 
C----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
C       READ IN THE VALUES OF THE PARAMETERS IN SEQUENTIAL ORDER 
      Vmax=PAR(1) 
      Imax=PAR(2) 
      DTmax=PAR(3) 
      ThTest=PAR(4) 
      ParamData=PAR(5) 
      Sint=PAR(6) 
      Sslope=PAR(7) 
      Kint=PAR(8) 
      Kslope=PAR(9) 
      Rint=PAR(10) 
      Rslope=PAR(11) 
      ParamA=PAR(12) 
      ParamB=PAR(13) 
 
C----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
C    RETRIEVE THE CURRENT VALUES OF THE INPUTS TO THIS MODEL FROM THE XIN ARRAY IN SEQUENTIAL ORDER 
 
      Current=XIN(1) 
      Th=XIN(2) 
      Tc=XIN(3) 
      controlsig=XIN(4) 
      InputA=XIN(5) 
      InputB=XIN(6) 
    IUNIT=INFO(1) 
    ITYPE=INFO(2) 
 
C----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
C    SET THE VERSION INFORMATION FOR TRNSYS 
      IF(INFO(7).EQ.-2) THEN 
    INFO(12)=16 
    RETURN 1 
 ENDIF 
C----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
C----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
C    DO ALL THE VERY LAST CALL OF THE SIMULATION MANIPULATIONS HERE 
      IF (INFO(8).EQ.-1) THEN 
    RETURN 1 
 ENDIF 
C----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
C----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
C    PERFORM ANY 'AFTER-ITERATION' MANIPULATIONS THAT ARE REQUIRED HERE 
C    e.g. save variables to storage array for the next timestep 
      IF (INFO(13).GT.0) THEN 
    NITEMS=3 
    STORED(1)= Smod 
    STORED(2)= Kmod 
    STORED(3)= Rmod 
        CALL setStorageVars(STORED,NITEMS,INFO) 
    RETURN 1 
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 ENDIF 
C 
C----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
C----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
C    DO ALL THE VERY FIRST CALL OF THE SIMULATION MANIPULATIONS HERE 
      IF (INFO(7).EQ.-1) THEN 
 
C       SET SOME INFO ARRAY VARIABLES TO TELL THE TRNSYS ENGINE HOW THIS TYPE IS TO WORK 
         INFO(6)=NOUT     
         INFO(9)=1     
    INFO(10)=0 !STORAGE FOR VERSION 16 HAS BEEN CHANGED     
 
C       SET THE REQUIRED NUMBER OF INPUTS, PARAMETERS AND DERIVATIVES THAT THE USER SHOULD SUPPLY IN THE INPUT 
FILE 
C       IN SOME CASES, THE NUMBER OF VARIABLES MAY DEPEND ON THE VALUE OF PARAMETERS TO THIS MODEL.... 
         NIN=NI 
    NPAR=NP 
    NDER=ND 
         
C       CALL THE TYPE CHECK SUBROUTINE TO COMPARE WHAT THIS COMPONENT REQUIRES TO WHAT IS SUPPLIED IN  
C       THE TRNSYS INPUT FILE 
    CALL TYPECK(1,INFO,NIN,NPAR,NDER) 
 
C       SET THE NUMBER OF STORAGE SPOTS NEEDED FOR THIS COMPONENT 
         NITEMS=3 
    CALL setStorageSize(NITEMS,INFO) 
 
C       RETURN TO THE CALLING PROGRAM 
         RETURN 1 
 
      ENDIF 
C----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
C----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
C    DO ALL OF THE INITIAL TIMESTEP MANIPULATIONS HERE - THERE ARE NO ITERATIONS AT THE INTIAL TIME 
      IF (TIME .LT. (getSimulationStartTime() + 
     . getSimulationTimeStep()/2.D0)) THEN 
 
C       SET THE UNIT NUMBER FOR FUTURE CALLS 
         IUNIT=INFO(1) 
         ITYPE=INFO(2) 
 
C       CHECK THE PARAMETERS FOR PROBLEMS AND RETURN FROM THE SUBROUTINE IF AN ERROR IS FOUND 
C         IF(...) CALL TYPECK(-4,INFO,0,"BAD PARAMETER #",0) 
 
C   READ INPUTS 
 
  Sinitial = Vmax/(ThTest+273.0) 
  Kinitial = Vmax*Imax*((ThTest+273.0)-DTmax) 
  Kinitial = Kinitial/(2.0*(ThTest+273.0) * DTmax) 
  Rinitial = Vmax * (1.0 - DTmax/(ThTest+273.0))/Imax 
 
C       PERFORM ANY REQUIRED CALCULATIONS TO SET THE INITIAL VALUES OF THE OUTPUTS HERE 
C   S 
   OUT(1)=0.04 
C   K 
   OUT(2)=1.5 
C   R 
   OUT(3)=1.5 
C   Qc 
   OUT(4)=-20.0 
C   Qh 
   OUT(5)=40.0 
C   Qin 
   OUT(6)=20.0 
C   Item 
   OUT(7)=0 
C   Vtem 
   OUT(8)=0 
C   COP 
   OUT(9)=2.0 
C   control 
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   OUT(10)=0 
C   outA 
   OUT(11)=0 
C   outB 
   OUT(12)=0 
 
C       PERFORM ANY REQUIRED CALCULATIONS TO SET THE INITIAL STORAGE VARIABLES HERE 
         NITEMS=3 
    STORED(1)=Sinitial 
    STORED(2)=Kinitial 
    STORED(3)=Rinitial 
 
C       PUT THE STORED ARRAY IN THE GLOBAL STORED ARRAY 
         CALL setStorageVars(STORED,NITEMS,INFO) 
 
C       RETURN TO THE CALLING PROGRAM 
         RETURN 1 
 
      ENDIF 
C----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
C----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
C    *** ITS AN ITERATIVE CALL TO THIS COMPONENT *** 
C----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
      
C----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
C    RETRIEVE THE VALUES IN THE STORAGE ARRAY FOR THIS ITERATION 
      NITEMS=3 
 CALL getStorageVars(STORED,NITEMS,INFO) 
      Sstore= STORED(1) 
 Kstore= STORED(2) 
 Rstore= STORED(3) 
C----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
C----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
C    CHECK THE INPUTS FOR PROBLEMS 
C      IF(...) CALL TYPECK(-3,INFO,'BAD INPUT #',0,0) 
C IF(IERROR.GT.0) RETURN 1 
C----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
C----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
C    *** PERFORM ALL THE CALCULATION HERE FOR THIS MODEL. *** 
C----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
C  ADD YOUR COMPONENT EQUATIONS HERE; BASICALLY THE EQUATIONS THAT WILL 
C  CALCULATE THE OUTPUTS BASED ON THE PARAMETERS AND THE INPUTS. REFER TO 
C  CHAPTER 3 OF THE TRNSYS VOLUME 1 MANUAL FOR DETAILED INFORMATION ON 
C  WRITING TRNSYS COMPONENTS. 
 
C    PARAMETERS 
C      DOUBLE PRECISION Vmax 
C      DOUBLE PRECISION Imax 
C      DOUBLE PRECISION DTmax 
C      DOUBLE PRECISION ThTest 
C      DOUBLE PRECISION ParamData 
C      DOUBLE PRECISION Sint 
C      DOUBLE PRECISION Sslope 
C      DOUBLE PRECISION Kint 
C      DOUBLE PRECISION Kslope 
C      DOUBLE PRECISION Rint 
C      DOUBLE PRECISION Rslope 
C      DOUBLE PRECISION ParamA 
C      DOUBLE PRECISION ParamB 
 
C    INPUTS 
C      DOUBLE PRECISION Current 
C      DOUBLE PRECISION Th 
C      DOUBLE PRECISION Tc 
C      DOUBLE PRECISION controlsig 
C      DOUBLE PRECISION InputA 
C      DOUBLE PRECISION InputB 
 
C INTERNAL VARIABLES 
C 
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C DOUBLE PRECISION Qcool 
C DOUBLE PRECISION Qheat 
C DOUBLE PRECISION Qinput 
C DOUBLE PRECISION COPerf 
C DOUBLE PRECISION DeltaT 
C DOUBLE PRECISION Ic 
C DOUBLE PRECISION Voltage 
C DOUBLE PRECISION Tmean 
C DOUBLE PRECISION ThK 
C DOUBLE PRECISION TcK 
C DOUBLE PRECISION Smod 
C DOUBLE PRECISION Kmod 
C DOUBLE PRECISION Rmod 
 
  Ic = Current*controlsig 
 
  ThK = Th+273.0 
  TcK = Tc+273.0 
 
  if (ParamData>0.0) then 
 
  Smod = Vmax/(ThTest+273.0) 
 
  Rmod = Vmax * (1.0 - DTmax/(ThTest+273.0))/Imax 
 
  Kmod = Vmax*Imax*((ThTest+273.0)-DTmax) 
 
  Kmod = Kmod/(2.0*(ThTest+273.0) * DTmax) 
 
  else 
 
  Tmean = (ThK+TcK-2.0*273.0)/2.0 
 
  Smod = Sslope*Tmean + Sint 
 
  Rmod = Rslope*Tmean + Rint 
 
  Kmod = Kslope*Tmean + Kint 
 
  end if 
 
  if (Ic<=0.0) then 
 
  Ic=0 
 
  Qinput=0 
 
  Voltage = Smod*(Th-Tc) 
 
  COPerf = 0.0 
 
    if (controlsig==1.0) then 
 
    Qcool = Kmod*(Th-Tc) 
   
    Qheat = Kmod*(Tc-Th) 
 
    else 
    Qcool = 0.0 
    Qheat = 0.0 
    endif 
 
  else 
 
  Qheat = Ic*Smod*ThK + (Ic**2*Rmod)/2.0 - Kmod*(ThK-TcK) 
 
  Voltage = (Smod*(Th-Tc) + Ic*Rmod) 
 
  Qinput = (Voltage*Ic) 
 
  Qcool = -(Qheat-Qinput) 
 
  if (Qinput>0.0) then 
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  COPerf = Qheat/Qinput 
  else 
  COPerf = 0.0 
  endif 
 
  endif 
 
 
 
C----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
C----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
C----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
C    SET THE STORAGE ARRAY AT THE END OF THIS ITERATION IF NECESSARY 
      NITEMS=3 
      STORED(1)=Smod 
 STORED(2)=Kmod 
 STORED(3)=Rmod 
 CALL setStorageVars(STORED,NITEMS,INFO) 
C----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
C----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
C    REPORT ANY PROBLEMS THAT HAVE BEEN FOUND USING CALLS LIKE THIS: 
C      CALL MESSAGES(-1,'put your message here','MESSAGE',IUNIT,ITYPE) 
C      CALL MESSAGES(-1,'put your message here','WARNING',IUNIT,ITYPE) 
C      CALL MESSAGES(-1,'put your message here','SEVERE',IUNIT,ITYPE) 
C      CALL MESSAGES(-1,'put your message here','FATAL',IUNIT,ITYPE) 
C----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
C----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
C    SET THE OUTPUTS FROM THIS MODEL IN SEQUENTIAL ORDER AND GET OUT 
 
C   S 
   OUT(1)=Smod 
C   K 
   OUT(2)=Kmod 
C   R 
   OUT(3)=Rmod 
C   Qc 
   OUT(4)=Qcool*3.6 
C   Qh 
   OUT(5)=Qheat*3.6 
C   Qin 
   OUT(6)=Qinput*3.6 
C   Item 
   OUT(7)=Ic 
C   Vtem 
   OUT(8)=Voltage 
C   COP 
   OUT(9)=COPerf 
C   control 
   OUT(10)=controlsig 
C   outA 
   OUT(11)=0 
C   outB 
   OUT(12)=0 
 
C----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
C    EVERYTHING IS DONE - RETURN FROM THIS SUBROUTINE AND MOVE ON 
      RETURN 1 
      END 
C----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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TEM Heat Exchanger Model 
   SUBROUTINE TYPE291 (TIME,XIN,OUT,T,DTDT,PAR,INFO,ICNTRL,*)  
C************************************************************************ 
C Object: Type291 
C Simulation Studio Model: Type291 
C  
C Author: Nate Preston 
C Editor:  
C Date:  July 23, 2012 last modified: July 23, 2012 
C  
C  
C ***  
C *** Model Parameters  
C ***  
C   NuDH - [-Inf;+Inf] 
C   NuDC - [-Inf;+Inf] 
C   kfluidH - [-Inf;+Inf] 
C   kfluidC - [-Inf;+Inf] 
C   ChWidthH - [-Inf;+Inf] 
C   ChWidthC - [-Inf;+Inf] 
C   ChHeightH - [-Inf;+Inf] 
C   ChHeightC - [-Inf;+Inf] 
C   fineffH - [-Inf;+Inf] 
C   fineffC - [-Inf;+Inf] 
C   finareaH - [-Inf;+Inf] 
C   finareaC - [-Inf;+Inf] 
C   baseareaH - [-Inf;+Inf] 
C   baseareaC - [-Inf;+Inf] 
C   numfinH - [-Inf;+Inf] 
C   numfinC - [-Inf;+Inf] 
C   pa1 - [-Inf;+Inf] 
C   pa2 - [-Inf;+Inf] 
C   pa3 - [-Inf;+Inf] 
C   pa4 - [-Inf;+Inf] 
 
C ***  
C *** Model Inputs  
C ***  
C   TinH - [-Inf;+Inf] 
C   TinC - [-Inf;+Inf] 
C   mdH - [-Inf;+Inf] 
C   mdC - [-Inf;+Inf] 
C   cpH - [-Inf;+Inf] 
C   cpC - [-Inf;+Inf] 
C   controlSigH - [-Inf;+Inf] 
C   controlSigC - [-Inf;+Inf] 
C   in1 - [-Inf;+Inf] 
C   in2 - [-Inf;+Inf] 
C   in3 - [-Inf;+Inf] 
C   in4 - [-Inf;+Inf] 
C   QH - [-Inf;+Inf] 
C   QC - [-Inf;+Inf] 
 
C ***  
C *** Model Outputs  
C ***  
C   UAH - [-Inf;+Inf] 
C   UAC - [-Inf;+Inf] 
C   ToutH - [-Inf;+Inf] 
C   ToutC - [-Inf;+Inf] 
C   TavH - [-Inf;+Inf] 
C   TavC - [-Inf;+Inf] 
C   hH - [-Inf;+Inf] 
C   hC - [-Inf;+Inf] 
C   TplateH - [-Inf;+Inf] 
C   TplateC - [-Inf;+Inf] 
C   mdhot - [-Inf;+Inf] 
C   mdcold - [-Inf;+Inf] 
C   cphot - [-Inf;+Inf] 
C   cpcold - [-Inf;+Inf] 
C   NussH - [-Inf;+Inf] 
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C   NussC - [-Inf;+Inf] 
C   out1 - [-Inf;+Inf] 
C   out2 - [-Inf;+Inf] 
C   out3 - [-Inf;+Inf] 
C   out4 - [-Inf;+Inf] 
 
C ***  
C *** Model Derivatives  
C ***  
 
C (Comments and routine interface generated by TRNSYS Studio) 
C************************************************************************ 
 
C    TRNSYS acess functions (allow to acess TIME etc.)  
      USE TrnsysConstants 
      USE TrnsysFunctions 
 
C----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
C    REQUIRED BY THE MULTI-DLL VERSION OF TRNSYS 
      !DEC$ATTRIBUTES DLLEXPORT :: TYPE291    !SET THE CORRECT TYPE NUMBER HERE 
C----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
C----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
C    TRNSYS DECLARATIONS 
      IMPLICIT NONE   !REQUIRES THE USER TO DEFINE ALL VARIABLES BEFORE USING THEM 
 
 DOUBLE PRECISION XIN !THE ARRAY FROM WHICH THE INPUTS TO THIS TYPE WILL BE RETRIEVED 
 DOUBLE PRECISION OUT !THE ARRAY WHICH WILL BE USED TO STORE THE OUTPUTS FROM THIS TYPE 
 DOUBLE PRECISION TIME !THE CURRENT SIMULATION TIME - YOU MAY USE THIS VARIABLE BUT DO NOT SET 
IT! 
 DOUBLE PRECISION PAR !THE ARRAY FROM WHICH THE PARAMETERS FOR THIS TYPE WILL BE RETRIEVED 
 DOUBLE PRECISION STORED !THE STORAGE ARRAY FOR HOLDING VARIABLES FROM TIMESTEP TO TIMESTEP 
 DOUBLE PRECISION T  !AN ARRAY CONTAINING THE RESULTS FROM THE DIFFERENTIAL 
EQUATION SOLVER 
 DOUBLE PRECISION DTDT !AN ARRAY CONTAINING THE DERIVATIVES TO BE PASSED TO THE DIFF.EQ. SOLVER 
 INTEGER*4 INFO(15)  !THE INFO ARRAY STORES AND PASSES VALUABLE INFORMATION TO AND FROM 
THIS TYPE 
 INTEGER*4 NP,NI,NOUT,ND !VARIABLES FOR THE MAXIMUM NUMBER OF PARAMETERS,INPUTS,OUTPUTS AND 
DERIVATIVES 
 INTEGER*4 NPAR,NIN,NDER !VARIABLES FOR THE CORRECT NUMBER OF PARAMETERS,INPUTS,OUTPUTS AND 
DERIVATIVES 
 INTEGER*4 IUNIT,ITYPE !THE UNIT NUMBER AND TYPE NUMBER FOR THIS COMPONENT 
 INTEGER*4 ICNTRL  !AN ARRAY FOR HOLDING VALUES OF CONTROL FUNCTIONS WITH THE NEW SOLVER 
 INTEGER*4 NSTORED  !THE NUMBER OF VARIABLES THAT WILL BE PASSED INTO AND OUT OF STORAGE 
 CHARACTER*3 OCHECK  !AN ARRAY TO BE FILLED WITH THE CORRECT VARIABLE TYPES FOR THE 
OUTPUTS 
 CHARACTER*3 YCHECK  !AN ARRAY TO BE FILLED WITH THE CORRECT VARIABLE TYPES FOR THE 
INPUTS 
C----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
C----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
C    USER DECLARATIONS - SET THE MAXIMUM NUMBER OF PARAMETERS (NP), INPUTS (NI), 
C    OUTPUTS (NOUT), AND DERIVATIVES (ND) THAT MAY BE SUPPLIED FOR THIS TYPE 
      PARAMETER (NP=20,NI=14,NOUT=20,ND=0,NSTORED=2) 
C----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
C----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
C    REQUIRED TRNSYS DIMENSIONS 
      DIMENSION XIN(NI),OUT(NOUT),PAR(NP),YCHECK(NI),OCHECK(NOUT), 
 1   STORED(NSTORED),T(ND),DTDT(ND) 
      INTEGER NITEMS 
C----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
C----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
C    ADD DECLARATIONS AND DEFINITIONS FOR THE USER-VARIABLES HERE 
 
 
C    PARAMETERS 
      DOUBLE PRECISION NuDH 
      DOUBLE PRECISION NuDC 
      DOUBLE PRECISION kfluidH 
      DOUBLE PRECISION kfluidC 
      DOUBLE PRECISION ChWidthH 
      DOUBLE PRECISION ChWidthC 
      DOUBLE PRECISION ChHeightH 
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      DOUBLE PRECISION ChHeightC 
      DOUBLE PRECISION fineffH 
      DOUBLE PRECISION fineffC 
      DOUBLE PRECISION finareaH 
      DOUBLE PRECISION finareaC 
      DOUBLE PRECISION baseareaH 
      DOUBLE PRECISION baseareaC 
      DOUBLE PRECISION numfinH 
      DOUBLE PRECISION numfinC 
      DOUBLE PRECISION pa1 
      DOUBLE PRECISION pa2 
      DOUBLE PRECISION pa3 
      DOUBLE PRECISION pa4 
 
C    INPUTS 
      DOUBLE PRECISION TinH 
      DOUBLE PRECISION TinC 
      DOUBLE PRECISION mdH 
      DOUBLE PRECISION mdC 
      DOUBLE PRECISION cpH 
      DOUBLE PRECISION cpC 
      DOUBLE PRECISION controlSigH 
      DOUBLE PRECISION controlSigC 
      DOUBLE PRECISION in1 
      DOUBLE PRECISION in2 
      DOUBLE PRECISION in3 
      DOUBLE PRECISION in4 
      DOUBLE PRECISION QH 
      DOUBLE PRECISION QC 
 
C INTERNAL VARIABLES 
 
 DOUBLE PRECISION QHsi 
 DOUBLE PRECISION QCsi 
 DOUBLE PRECISION mdHsi 
 DOUBLE PRECISION mdCsi 
 DOUBLE PRECISION ToH 
 DOUBLE PRECISION ToC 
 DOUBLE PRECISION TaveH 
 DOUBLE PRECISION TaveC 
 DOUBLE PRECISION TpH 
 DOUBLE PRECISION TpC 
 DOUBLE PRECISION DhH 
 DOUBLE PRECISION DhC 
 DOUBLE PRECISION hHot 
 DOUBLE PRECISION hCold 
 DOUBLE PRECISION UAHot 
 DOUBLE PRECISION UACold 
 DOUBLE PRECISION TpHinitial 
 DOUBLE PRECISION TpCinitial 
 DOUBLE PRECISION TpHstore 
 DOUBLE PRECISION TpCstore 
 DOUBLE PRECISION numtem 
 
 
C----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
C       READ IN THE VALUES OF THE PARAMETERS IN SEQUENTIAL ORDER 
      NuDH=PAR(1) 
      NuDC=PAR(2) 
      kfluidH=PAR(3) 
      kfluidC=PAR(4) 
      ChWidthH=PAR(5) 
      ChWidthC=PAR(6) 
      ChHeightH=PAR(7) 
      ChHeightC=PAR(8) 
      fineffH=PAR(9) 
      fineffC=PAR(10) 
      finareaH=PAR(11) 
      finareaC=PAR(12) 
      baseareaH=PAR(13) 
      baseareaC=PAR(14) 
      numfinH=PAR(15) 
      numfinC=PAR(16) 
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      pa1=PAR(17) 
      pa2=PAR(18) 
      pa3=PAR(19) 
      pa4=PAR(20) 
 
C----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
C    RETRIEVE THE CURRENT VALUES OF THE INPUTS TO THIS MODEL FROM THE XIN ARRAY IN SEQUENTIAL ORDER 
 
      TinH=XIN(1) 
      TinC=XIN(2) 
      mdH=XIN(3) 
      mdC=XIN(4) 
      cpH=XIN(5) 
      cpC=XIN(6) 
      controlSigH=XIN(7) 
      controlSigC=XIN(8) 
      in1=XIN(9) 
      in2=XIN(10) 
      in3=XIN(11) 
      in4=XIN(12) 
      QH=XIN(13) 
      QC=XIN(14) 
    IUNIT=INFO(1) 
    ITYPE=INFO(2) 
 
C----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
C    SET THE VERSION INFORMATION FOR TRNSYS 
      IF(INFO(7).EQ.-2) THEN 
    INFO(12)=16 
    RETURN 1 
 ENDIF 
C----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
C----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
C    DO ALL THE VERY LAST CALL OF THE SIMULATION MANIPULATIONS HERE 
      IF (INFO(8).EQ.-1) THEN 
    RETURN 1 
 ENDIF 
C----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
C----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
C    PERFORM ANY 'AFTER-ITERATION' MANIPULATIONS THAT ARE REQUIRED HERE 
C    e.g. save variables to storage array for the next timestep 
      IF (INFO(13).GT.0) THEN 
    NITEMS=2 
    STORED(1)=TpH 
    STORED(2)=TpC 
        CALL setStorageVars(STORED,NITEMS,INFO) 
    RETURN 1 
 ENDIF 
C 
C----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
C----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
C    DO ALL THE VERY FIRST CALL OF THE SIMULATION MANIPULATIONS HERE 
      IF (INFO(7).EQ.-1) THEN 
 
C       SET SOME INFO ARRAY VARIABLES TO TELL THE TRNSYS ENGINE HOW THIS TYPE IS TO WORK 
         INFO(6)=NOUT     
         INFO(9)=1     
    INFO(10)=0 !STORAGE FOR VERSION 16 HAS BEEN CHANGED     
 
C       SET THE REQUIRED NUMBER OF INPUTS, PARAMETERS AND DERIVATIVES THAT THE USER SHOULD SUPPLY IN THE INPUT 
FILE 
C       IN SOME CASES, THE NUMBER OF VARIABLES MAY DEPEND ON THE VALUE OF PARAMETERS TO THIS MODEL.... 
         NIN=NI 
    NPAR=NP 
    NDER=ND 
         
C       CALL THE TYPE CHECK SUBROUTINE TO COMPARE WHAT THIS COMPONENT REQUIRES TO WHAT IS SUPPLIED IN  
C       THE TRNSYS INPUT FILE 
    CALL TYPECK(1,INFO,NIN,NPAR,NDER) 
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C       SET THE NUMBER OF STORAGE SPOTS NEEDED FOR THIS COMPONENT 
         NITEMS=2 
    CALL setStorageSize(NITEMS,INFO) 
 
C       RETURN TO THE CALLING PROGRAM 
         RETURN 1 
 
      ENDIF 
C----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
C----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
C    DO ALL OF THE INITIAL TIMESTEP MANIPULATIONS HERE - THERE ARE NO ITERATIONS AT THE INTIAL TIME 
      IF (TIME .LT. (getSimulationStartTime() + 
     . getSimulationTimeStep()/2.D0)) THEN 
 
C       SET THE UNIT NUMBER FOR FUTURE CALLS 
         IUNIT=INFO(1) 
         ITYPE=INFO(2) 
 
C       CHECK THE PARAMETERS FOR PROBLEMS AND RETURN FROM THE SUBROUTINE IF AN ERROR IS FOUND 
C         IF(...) CALL TYPECK(-4,INFO,0,"BAD PARAMETER #",0) 
 
C   READ INPUTS 
 
  TpHinitial = 20.0 
  TpCinitial = 20.0 
 
C       PERFORM ANY REQUIRED CALCULATIONS TO SET THE INITIAL VALUES OF THE OUTPUTS HERE 
C   UAH 
   OUT(1)=3.0 
C   UAC 
   OUT(2)=3.0 
C   ToutH 
   OUT(3)=20.0 
C   ToutC 
   OUT(4)=20.0 
C   TavH 
   OUT(5)=20.0 
C   TavC 
   OUT(6)=20.0 
C   hH 
   OUT(7)=520.0 
C   hC 
   OUT(8)=520.0 
C   TplateH 
   OUT(9)=20.0 
C   TplateC 
   OUT(10)=20.0 
C   mdhot 
   OUT(11)=0 
C   mdcold 
   OUT(12)=0 
C   cphot 
   OUT(13)=0 
C   cpcold 
   OUT(14)=0 
C   NussH 
   OUT(15)=0 
C   NussC 
   OUT(16)=0 
C   out1 
   OUT(17)=0 
C   out2 
   OUT(18)=0 
C   out3 
   OUT(19)=0 
C   out4 
   OUT(20)=0 
 
C       PERFORM ANY REQUIRED CALCULATIONS TO SET THE INITIAL STORAGE VARIABLES HERE 
         NITEMS=2 
    STORED(1)= TpHinitial 
    STORED(2)= TpCinitial 
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C       PUT THE STORED ARRAY IN THE GLOBAL STORED ARRAY 
         CALL setStorageVars(STORED,NITEMS,INFO) 
 
C       RETURN TO THE CALLING PROGRAM 
         RETURN 1 
 
      ENDIF 
C----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
C----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
C    *** ITS AN ITERATIVE CALL TO THIS COMPONENT *** 
C----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
      
C----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
C    RETRIEVE THE VALUES IN THE STORAGE ARRAY FOR THIS ITERATION 
      NITEMS=2 
 CALL getStorageVars(STORED,NITEMS,INFO) 
      TpHstore=STORED(1) 
 TpCstore=STORED(2) 
C----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
C----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
C    CHECK THE INPUTS FOR PROBLEMS 
C      IF(...) CALL TYPECK(-3,INFO,'BAD INPUT #',0,0) 
C IF(IERROR.GT.0) RETURN 1 
C----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
C----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
C    *** PERFORM ALL THE CALCULATION HERE FOR THIS MODEL. *** 
C----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
C  ADD YOUR COMPONENT EQUATIONS HERE; BASICALLY THE EQUATIONS THAT WILL 
C  CALCULATE THE OUTPUTS BASED ON THE PARAMETERS AND THE INPUTS. REFER TO 
C  CHAPTER 3 OF THE TRNSYS VOLUME 1 MANUAL FOR DETAILED INFORMATION ON 
C  WRITING TRNSYS COMPONENTS. 
 
 
 numtem = pa1 
 
 QHsi = (QH*numtem*controlSigH)/3.6 
 
 QCsi = (QC*numtem*controlSigC)/3.6 
 
 mdHsi = mdH/3600.0 
 
 mdCsi = mdC/3600.0 
 
 ToH = 20.0 
 
 ToC = 19.0 
 
 TaveH = 20.0 
 
 TaveC = 20.0 
 
 TpH = 20.0 
 
 TpC = 18.0 
 
 DhH = 2.0*ChWidthH*ChHeightH/(ChWidthH+ChHeightH) 
 
 DhC = 2.0*ChWidthC*ChHeightC/(ChWidthC+ChHeightC) 
 
 hHot = NuDH*kfluidH/DhH 
 
 hCold = NuDC*kfluidC/DhC 
 
 if (mdHsi>0.0) then 
 ToH = QHsi/((mdHsi) * cpH) 
 endif 
 
 if (mdHsi<=0.0) then 
 ToH=0.0 
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 endif 
 
 if (mdCsi>0.0) then 
 ToC = QCsi/((mdCsi) * cpC) 
 endif 
 
 if (mdCsi<=0.0) then 
 ToC=0.0 
 endif 
 
 ToH = ToH + TinH 
 
 TaveH = (ToH + TinH)/2.0 
 
 ToC = ToC + TinC 
 
 TaveC = (ToC + TinC)/2.0 
  
 if (mdHsi>0.0) then 
 TpH = QHsi/((baseareaH+finareaH*fineffH*numfinH)*hHot) +TaveH 
 TpH = (0.9*TpH+0.1*TpHstore) 
 else 
 TpH = TinH 
 endif 
 
 if (mdCsi>0.0) then 
 TpC = QCsi/((baseareaC+finareaC*fineffC*numfinC)*hCold) +TaveC 
 TpC = (0.9*TpC+0.1*TpCstore) 
 else 
 TpC = TinC 
 endif 
 
 if (TpC<-20.0) then 
 TpC = -20.0 
 end if 
 
 if (TpH>100.0) then 
 TpH = 100.0 
 end if 
 
 UAHot = (baseareaH+finareaH*fineffH*numfinH)*hHot 
 
 UACold = (baseareaC+finareaC*fineffC*numfinC)*hCold 
C----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
C----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
C----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
C    SET THE STORAGE ARRAY AT THE END OF THIS ITERATION IF NECESSARY 
      NITEMS=2 
      STORED(1)=TpH 
 STORED(2)=TpC 
 CALL setStorageVars(STORED,NITEMS,INFO) 
C----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
C----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
C    REPORT ANY PROBLEMS THAT HAVE BEEN FOUND USING CALLS LIKE THIS: 
C      CALL MESSAGES(-1,'put your message here','MESSAGE',IUNIT,ITYPE) 
C      CALL MESSAGES(-1,'put your message here','WARNING',IUNIT,ITYPE) 
C      CALL MESSAGES(-1,'put your message here','SEVERE',IUNIT,ITYPE) 
C      CALL MESSAGES(-1,'put your message here','FATAL',IUNIT,ITYPE) 
C----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
C----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
C    SET THE OUTPUTS FROM THIS MODEL IN SEQUENTIAL ORDER AND GET OUT 
 
C   UAH 
   OUT(1)=UAHot 
C   UAC 
   OUT(2)=UACold 
C   ToutH 
   OUT(3)=ToH 
C   ToutC 
   OUT(4)=ToC 
C   TavH 
   OUT(5)=TaveH 
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C   TavC 
   OUT(6)=TaveC 
C   hH 
   OUT(7)=hHot 
C   hC 
   OUT(8)=hCold 
C   TplateH 
   OUT(9)=TpH 
C   TplateC 
   OUT(10)=TpC 
C   mdhot 
   OUT(11)=mdH 
C   mdcold 
   OUT(12)=mdC 
C   cphot 
   OUT(13)=cpH 
C   cpcold 
   OUT(14)=cpC 
C   NussH 
   OUT(15)=NuDH 
C   NussC 
   OUT(16)=NuDC 
C   out1 
   OUT(17)=0 
C   out2 
   OUT(18)=0 
C   out3 
   OUT(19)=0 
C   out4 
   OUT(20)=0 
 
C----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
C    EVERYTHING IS DONE - RETURN FROM THIS SUBROUTINE AND MOVE ON 
      RETURN 1 
      END 
C----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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